
Transcript Vision 
1:00 
am  

lollydaskal:  welcome everyone #leadfromwithin  

1:01 
am  

jesselynstoner:  Hi everyone. Jesse here. My first chat. Glad to join you. #leadfromwithin  

1:01 
am  

ghc8008:  I just joined, do we have a main topic? #leadfromwithin  

1:01 
am  

lollydaskal:  tonights topic: forward-facing vision driven living #leadfromwithin  

1:01 
am  

Leadershipfreak:  Hi everyone.. so What comes to mind when you read forward-looking 
vision driven living? #leadfromwithin  

1:02 
am  

lollydaskal:  welcome @jesselynstoner so happy you can join us. #leadfromwithin  

1:02 
am  

scedmonds:  Welcome, Jesse! RT @jesselynstoner: Hi everyone. Jesse here. My first 
chat. Glad to join you. #leadfromwithin  

1:02 
am  

thehealthmaven:  Hi Everyone! Hope you are all well! Lea, signing in from the DC area 
#leadfromwithin  

1:02 
am  

lollydaskal:  welcome @ghc8008 @leadershipfreak will ask the questions. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:02 
am  

lollydaskal:  Q1: What comes to mind when you read forward-looking vision driven 
living? #leadfromwithin  

1:02 
am  

JKWleadership:  RT @lollydaskal: tonights topic: forward-facing vision driven living at 
http://tweetchat.com #LeadFromWithin #leadfromwithin  

1:03 
am  

scedmonds:  A1: Forward-looking means (to me) thinking about what I shall do, not 
what has been done in the past. #leadfromwithin  

1:03 
am  

jesselynstoner:  Thanks Lolly and Chris. Not exactly sure how it works, but I'm along for 
the ride :-) #leadfromwithin  

1:03 
am  

lollydaskal:  so great to see you here tonight @thehealthmaven #leadfromwithin  

1:03 
am  

BOLDfactor:  Hi Jesse - my 2nd - Welcome! @JesseLynStoner Hi everyone. Jesse 
here. My first chat. Glad to join you. #leadfromwithin  

1:03 
am  

shawmu:  What comes to mind is not letting the past be the sole determination of 
our future. #leadfromwithin #leadfromwithin  

1:03 
am  

PhotoG814:  Hello everyone! @Leadershipfreak Having a set of outlines or goals that 
are driving our acitons. #leadfromwithin  

1:03 
am  

worksmarta:  Helen here. Q1 - I think of living a purposeful life #leadfromwithin  



1:04 
am  

lollydaskal:  easy @jesselynstoner read the questions and join the chatter. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:04 
am  

ghc8008:  Ok, I figure the point is people can change, from dark to light, from 
down & out to higher outlook #leadfromwithin  

1:04 
am  

scedmonds:  A1: Vision-driven means clarity of vision enables me to ensure all plans, 
decisions, and actions are aligned to that vision. #leadfromwithin  

1:05 
am  

InspireTheMind:  RT @lollydaskal: Q1: What comes to mind when you read forward-
looking vision driven living? #leadfromwithin  

1:05 
am  

Simon_GB:  #leadfromwithin change,possibilities  

1:05 
am  

ChristaJean:  Q1: first time on, to me it means living inspired because you're 
connected with your ultimate vision #leadfromwithin  

1:05 
am  

scedmonds:  Post away, Jesse - you can title your responses with A1 (for answering 
Dan's first question), etc. #leadfromwithin  

1:05 
am  

JKWleadership:  "forward-looking vision driven living" makes me think of driving 
forward without too many glances in the rearview mirror 
#leadfromwithin  

1:05 
am  

KayStar202:  Hi, All! K here from NJ. First time joining. Excited to be with all you 
Leaders!! #leadfromwithin  

1:05 
am  

lollydaskal:  Q1: vision driven is creating a vision that is clear, confident, & 
connected to who i am. #leadfromwithin  

1:05 
am  

COSCFO:  Good evening all! #leadfromwithin  

1:06 
am  

ghc8008:  I am interested in the source one uses to come up to a "fighting" state of 
mind #leadfromwithin  

1:06 
am  

Leadershipfreak:  @JKWleadership thx Joan... there is a tension between the past and the 
future #leadfromwithin  

1:06 
am  

PhotoG814:  @ghc8008 So true! Change is inevitable it is our outlook that decides the 
outcome. GREAT question. #leadfromwithin  

1:06 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @JKWleadership:forward-looking vision driven living" makes me 
think of driving forward w/o 2 many glances in therearview 
#leadfromwithin  

1:06 
am  

jesselynstoner:  Isn't vision by definition forward looking? Vision is about being clear 
where ur going. If you're not looking forward.... #leadfromwithin  

1:06 
am  

Leadershipfreak:  @COSCFO good evening #leadfromwithin  

1:06 
am  

StrategicMonk:  @LollyDaskal A1 something deeper, longer range than adapting to 
specific situations, goals, or objectives #leadfromwithin  



1:06 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @ChristaJean: Q1: first time on, to me it means living inspired 
because youre connected with your ultimate vision #leadfromwithin  

1:06 
am  

justaswethink:  #leadfromwithin My first time too A1 I think of forward vision must first 
explore the desired end result  

1:06 
am  

ChristaJean:  RT @lollydaskal: Q1: vision driven is creating a vision that is clear, 
confident, & connected to who i am. #leadfromwithin  

1:07 
am  

scedmonds:  A1: vision needs to be future oriented so I'm reaching for something that 
may not be real quite yet. #leadfromwithin  

1:07 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @Simon_GB: #leadfromwithin change,possibilities #leadfromwithin  

1:07 
am  

BOLDfactor:  Q1: Forward vision? To me: willingness 2imagine what is not yet 
avail/here/possible... and go innovate/cre8..make it happen! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:07 
am  

Chriscarroll50:  @LollyDaskal Hey Lolly! Is it that time to continue the journey to 
#leadfromwithin again?  

1:07 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @StrategicMonk: @LollyDaskal A1 something deeper, longer range 
than adapting to specific situations, goals, or objectives #leadfromwithin  

1:07 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @scedmonds: A1: vision needs to be future oriented so Im reaching 
for something that may not be real quite yet. #leadfromwithin  

1:07 
am  

Leadershipfreak:  @StrategicMonk @LollyDaskal so vision driven brings stability 
#leadfromwithin  

1:07 
am  

PhotoG814:  RT @StrategicMonk: @LollyDaskal A1 something deeper, longer range 
than adapting to specific situations, goals, or objectives #leadfromwithin  

1:08 
am  

shawmu:  Forward looking vision is rooted in our purpose, the "what we want to 
become" #leadfromwithin #leadfromwithin  

1:08 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @BOLDfactor: Q1: willingness 2imagine what is not yet 
avail/here/possible... and go innovate/cre8..make it happen! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:08 
am  

ChristaJean:  @JKWleadership: oooh! That's good! #leadfromwithin  

1:08 
am  

scedmonds:  RT @BOLDfactor: Q1: To me: willingness 2imagine what is not yet 
avail/here/possible... and go innovate/cre8..make it happen! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:08 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @Leadershipfreak: @StrategicMonk @LollyDaskal so vision driven 
brings stability #leadfromwithin  

1:08 
am  

ghc8008:  lolly makes a point that is interesting, one has to stay in present time, all 
the time, looking back makes you ineffective #leadfromwithin  

1:08 lollydaskal:  RT @shawmu: Forward looking vision is rooted in our purpose, the 



am  "what we want to become" #leadfromwithin  

1:09 
am  

PhotoG814:  If everyone is on the same page. RT @Leadershipfreak: 
@StrategicMonk @LollyDaskal so vision driven brings stability 
#leadfromwithin  

1:09 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @ghc8008: one has to stay in present time, all the time, looking back 
makes you ineffective #leadfromwithin  

1:09 
am  

BOLDfactor:  Q1: Forward looking: Definitely a stretch goal - or why bother! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:09 
am  

StrategicMonk:  @Leadershipfreak @LollyDaskal Yes, a different timeframe, 
perspective; more connected to values & principles #leadfromwithin  

1:09 
am  

jesselynstoner:  Vision is more than a picture of the future, it's about know who you are 
in relation to where you want to go #leadfromwithin  

1:09 
am  

thehealthmaven:  Q-1 purpose, purpose, purpose comes from a vision..vision made 
manifest ~ purpose makes my vision real #leadfromwithin  

1:09 
am  

JKWinnovation:  RT @shawmu: Forward looking vision is rooted in our purpose, the 
"what we want to become" #leadfromwithin  

1:09 
am  

ghc8008:  Again I agree with lolly on focusing on Goals #leadfromwithin  

1:09 
am  

shawmu:  Is there a time when we should look back when driving forward? 
#leadfromwithin #leadfromwithin  

1:09 
am  

ThinDifference:  Agree. The 'why' creates the meaning... hopefully. RT @LollyDaskal 
keep in mind WHY you are doing what you are doing #leadfromwithin  

1:10 
am  

scedmonds:  RT @jesselynstoner: Vision is more than a picture of future, its about 
know who you are in relation to where you want to go #leadfromwithin  

1:10 
am  

ghc8008:  RT @JKWinnovation: RT @shawmu: Forward looking vision is rooted 
in our purpose, the "what we want to become" #leadfromwithin  

1:10 
am  

jesselynstoner:  @thehealthmaven purpose explains why your vision is important 
#leadfromwithin  

1:10 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @shawmu: Is there a time when we should look back when driving 
forward? you know where u are going by looking at the past 
#leadfromwithin  

1:10 
am  

BOLDfactor:  Q1: As in difference between envision/envisage... #leadfromwithin  

1:11 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @jesselynstoner: @thehealthmaven purpose explains why your 
vision is important #leadfromwithin  

1:11 
am  

StrategicMonk:  @JKWinnovation @shawmu I think there need to be a balance between 
purpose & meaning #leadfromwithin  



1:11 
am  

Leadershipfreak:  Q2: How does one find a vision for living? #leadfromwithin  

1:11 
am  

ghc8008:  RT @StrategicMonk: @ghc8008 So does getting too far ahead of 
onesself #leadfromwithin  

1:11 
am  

scedmonds:  Rear view makes me slow down! RT @shawmu: Is there a time when we 
should look back when driving forward? #leadfromwithin 
#leadfromwithin  

1:11 
am  

PhotoG814:  @StrategicMonk @Leadershipfreak @LollyDaskal timing can make or 
break it all. leading from within knows timing. #leadfromwithin  

1:11 
am  

JKWgrowth:  Vision is more than a picture of the future, its about know who you are in 
relation to where you want to go. @jesselynstoner #LeadFromWithin  

1:11 
am  

shawmu:  RT @scedmonds: RT @jesselynstoner: Vision is more than a pic of 
future, its abt know who U R in relation 2 where u want 2 go 
#leadfromwithin  

1:11 
am  

COSCFO:  A1: Having clarity on the outcomes you want to achieve while being 
hindered by a predetermined path on how to get there... #leadfromwithin  

1:12 
am  

lollydaskal:  until you are able to see yourself living the life that you truly want -it 
will be difficult for you to create the vision. #leadfromwithin  

1:12 
am  

thehealthmaven:  RT @LollyDaskal: RT @jesselynstoner: very well said! purpose 
explains why your vision is important #leadfromwithin  

1:12 
am  

scedmonds:  A2: To map out a vision for living, I must examine experiences that were 
values aligned, and look for key similarities. #leadfromwithin  

1:12 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @Leadershipfreak: Q2: How does one find a vision for living? 
#leadfromwithin  

1:12 
am  

PhotoG814:  @scedmonds @shawmu So true! I literally got into an accident once 
driving from rear view. The road is ahead of you. #leadfromwithin  

1:12 
am  

ghc8008:  @lollydaskal @shawmu we do not NOT look back, we just do not FIX 
on the past, I guess one uses experience all the time #leadfromwithin  

1:12 
am  

StrategicMonk:  @scedmonds @shawmu I think we can apply lessons from the past to 
help us move forward #leadfromwithin  

1:12 
am  

ChristaJean:  Your vision is what makes you jump out bed, stay up an hour later, and 
say no to the good and yes to the great! #leadfromwithin  

1:12 
am  

good_phil:  RT @lollydaskal: until you are able to see yourself living the life that 
you truly want -it will be difficult for you to create the vision. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:12 
am  

iloveLLUM:  Living your passion is the ultimate #success. If it provides you with 
infinite fulfillment, even better. #leadfromwithin  

1:12 cathoel:  be still and let it find you RT @Leadershipfreak Q2: How does one find 



am  a vision for living? #leadfromwithin  

1:13 
am  

BOLDfactor:  Forward looking/thinking is commitment to continual improvemt...risk is 
losing best of present while laser-focused on future #leadfromwithin  

1:13 
am  

ghc8008:  This is moving very fast :) #leadfromwithin  

1:13 
am  

TheAdManPro:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @Leadershipfreak: Q2: How does one find a 
vision for living? #leadfromwithin  

1:13 
am  

KevinLyons:  RT @lollydaskal keep in mind WHY you are doing what you are doing 
#leadfromwithin  

1:13 
am  

Leadershipfreak:  RT @ChristaJean: UR vision is what makes you jump out bed, stay up 
an hour later, and say no to the good and yes to the gr8 #leadfromwithin  

1:13 
am  

thehealthmaven:  RT @KevinLyons: RT @lollydaskal absolutely! keep in mind WHY you 
are doing what you are doing #leadfromwithin  

1:14 
am  

JKWleadership:  A quick glance in the rearview mirror of life is wise, focusing too much 
there is a sure way to crash. (A1) #BeOriginal #leadfromwithin  

1:14 
am  

ThinDifference:  @Leadershipfreak A2: Thought. Reading. Interaction. Finding 'flow' - 
enjoying what you do & doing it effortlessly. #leadfromwithin  

1:14 
am  

ChristaJean:  Q2: How does one find a vision for living? By taking note of what lights 
them up and design your life from there! #leadfromwithin  

1:14 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @thehealthmaven: RT @KevinLyons: RT @lollydaskal absolutely! 
keep in mind WHY you are doing what you are doing #leadfromwithin  

1:14 
am  

TheMarkMace:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @shawmu: Forward looking vision is rooted in our 
purpose, the "what we want to become" #leadfromwithin  

1:14 
am  

Simon_GB:  lRT @Leadershipfreak: Q2: How does one find a vision for living? 
#leadfromwithin use all the seats of your personality  

1:14 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @ChristaJean: UR vision is what makes you jump out bed, stay up 
an hour later, and say no to the good and yes to the gr8 #leadfromwithin  

1:14 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @JKWleadership: A quick glance in the rearview mirror of life is 
wise, focusing too much there is a sure way to crash. #leadfromwithin  

1:14 
am  

ghc8008:  I would say in relation to "looking back" that I believe one does, 
question is NOT to get fixed on it, #leadfromwithin  

1:14 
am  

worksmarta:  A2 - By being open to the possibilities that you create #leadfromwithin  

1:14 
am  

NYJMC:  RT @ChristaJean: UR vision is what makes you jump out bed, stay up 
an hour later, and say no to the good and yes to the gr8 #leadfromwithin  

1:14 
am  

BOLDfactor:  ;) --> @ChristaJean Your vision = what makes you jump out bed, stay up 
an hour later, say no to the good, yes to the great! #leadfromwithin  



1:15 
am  

dave_carpenter:  RT @cathoel: be still and let it find you RT @Leadershipfreak Q2: How 
does one find a vision for living? #leadfromwithin  

1:15 
am  

PhotoG814:  It really depends on your core values. RT @lollydaskal: RT 
@Leadershipfreak: Q2: How does one find a vision for living? 
#leadfromwithin  

1:15 
am  

icpchad:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @ChristaJean: UR vision is what makes you jump 
out bed, stay up an hour later, and say no to the good and yes to the gr8 
#leadfromwithin  

1:15 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @ThinDifference: @Leadershipfreak A2: Thought. Reading. 
Interaction Finding flow enjoying what u do&doing it effortlessly 
#leadfromwithin  

1:15 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @dave_carpenter: RT @cathoel: be still and let it find you RT 
@Leadershipfreak Q2: How does one find a vision for living? 
#leadfromwithin  

1:15 
am  

KayStar202:  Whatevr u choose to do--u must have a passion & desire to keep moving 
forward. Gotta have faith! #leadfromwithin  

1:15 
am  

scedmonds:  RT @ghc8008: I would say in relation to "looking back" that I believe 
one does, question is NOT to get fixed on it, #leadfromwithin  

1:16 
am  

Simon_GB:  #leadfromwithin sometimes it is worth closing and eye to gain some 
focus  

1:16 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @scedmonds: A2: if my vision is "perfect" for me, it builds on the 
values-aligned experiences of past&my desired future #leadfromwithin  

1:16 
am  

shawmu:  A2: It's a balance between being in action & being silent. Reflection. 
Action. Reflection. Action #leadfromwithin  

1:16 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @KayStar202: Whatevr u choose to do--u must have a passion & 
desire to keep moving forward. Gotta have faith! #leadfromwithin  

1:16 
am  

scedmonds:  A2: I find that I am able to clarify my vision if I share it verbally with 
people I trust & who know my values-base. #leadfromwithin  

1:16 
am  

StrategicMonk:  @Leadershipfreak @LollyDaskal A2 Vision reflects & grows out of 
values and principles; purpose needs to fit with meaning 
#leadfromwithin  

1:16 
am  

thehealthmaven:  RT @ThinDifference: @Leadershipfreak A2: flow happens when i'm 
doing a greater gd, otherwise, upstream..Finding 'flow' - . 
#leadfromwithin  

1:16 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  I'm a bit late, but I'm here. What are we talking about tonight? 
#leadfromwithin  

1:16 
am  

Leadershipfreak:  Can we think of the past as a platform for our vision rather than an 
anchor? #leadfromwithin  

1:16 jesselynstoner:  Imp to put yourself in the picture RT @good_phil RT @lollydaskal see 



am  URself living life you truly want-it will be difficult #leadfromwithin  

1:16 
am  

lollydaskal:  Q2: RT @PhotoG814: It really depends on your core values. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:16 
am  

dave_carpenter:  RT @shawmu: Forward looking vision is rooted in our purpose, the 
"what we want to become" #leadfromwithin <Agree!  

1:17 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @shawmu: A2: Its a balance between being in action & being silent. 
Reflection. Action. Reflection. Action #leadfromwithin  

1:17 
am  

BOLDfactor:  A2: Get outside your everyday existence to change the way you see 
things. #leadfromwithin  

1:17 
am  

thehealthmaven:  RT @dave_carpenter: RT @shawmu: Forward looking vision is rooted 
in our purpose, the "what we want to become" #leadfromwithin <Agree!  

1:17 
am  

ghc8008:  IFrom the bottom I learnt a scale, Valuable Final Products is the bottom 
line, planning start there #leadfromwithin  

1:17 
am  

scedmonds:  @leadershipfreak Past can be a tremendous foundation for our vision! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:17 
am  

lollydaskal:  Q2: simple but profound it all means to #leadfromwithin  

1:17 
am  

ChristaJean:  Yes! RT @BOLDfactor: A2: Get outside your everyday existence to 
change the way you see things. #leadfromwithin  

1:17 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @BOLDfactor: A2: Get outside your everyday existence to change 
the way you see things. #leadfromwithin  

1:17 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @scedmonds: @leadershipfreak Past can be a tremendous 
foundation for our vision! #leadfromwithin  

1:17 
am  

heart_path:  RT @LollyDaskal: Q2: simple but profound it all means to 
#leadfromwithin or follow your heart.  

1:17 
am  

steviepuckett:  RT @KayStar202: Whatevr u choose to do--u must have a passion & 
desire to keep moving forward. Gotta have faith! #leadfromwithin  

1:18 
am  

jesselynstoner:  Yes! RT @Leadershipfreak: Can we think of the past as a platform for 
our vision rather than an anchor? #leadfromwithin  

1:18 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @ChristaJean: Yes! RT @BOLDfactor: A2: Get outside your 
everyday existence to change the way you see things. #leadfromwithin  

1:18 
am  

JKWleadership:  Vision for living comes from deep inside - it springs from the heart and 
moves on out to where vison becomes action (A2) #leadfromwithin  

1:18 
am  

scedmonds:  SO TRUE. RT @shawmu: A2: Its a balance between being in action & 
being silent. Reflection. Action. Reflection. Action. #leadfromwithin  

1:18 
am  

ghc8008:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @BOLDfactor: A2: Get outside your everyday 
existence to change the way you see things. #leadfromwithin  



1:18 
am  

WillBlackWriter:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @JKWleadership: A quick glance in the rearview 
mirror of life is wise, focusing too much there is a sure way to crash. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:18 
am  

gnosisarts:  Eric, nyc. Joining in #leadfromwithin  

1:18 
am  

jhashof:  RT @ChristaJean Ur vision is what makes you jump out bed, stay up an 
hour l8r, and say no to the good and yes to the gr8! #leadfromwithin  

1:18 
am  

Leadershipfreak:  RT @scedmonds: A2: I find that I am able to clarify my vision if I share 
it verbally w/people I trust & who know my values #leadfromwithin  

1:18 
am  

PhotoG814:  In the words of Tony Robbins "The past does not equal the future". 
#leadfromwithin  

1:19 
am  

scedmonds:  A2: I look at values-aligned colleagues and bosses who "have their 
vision together" & try to reflect on how they live. #leadfromwithin  

1:19 
am  

jesselynstoner:  Values guide our actions as we move toward our vision. Need to be 
aligned with vision to support it. #leadfromwithin  

1:19 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @JKWleadership: Vision for living comes fm deep inside - it springs 
from the heart and moves on out to where vison=action #leadfromwithin  

1:19 
am  

scedmonds:  @gnosisarts Welcome, Eric! #leadfromwithin  

1:19 
am  

Simon_GB:  RT @shawmu:Reflection. Action. Reflection. Action - 
Perception,judgment,Perception,judgment-#leadfromwithin  

1:19 
am  

BOLDfactor:  Our vast exprncs weave in2 r best future! RT @scedmonds: 
@leadershipfreak Past can be tremendous foundation for our vision! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:19 
am  

lollydaskal:  brilliant RT @shawmu: A2: Its a balance between being in action & 
being silent. Reflection. Action. Reflection. Action. #leadfromwithin  

1:19 
am  

shawmu:  [Nicely said.] RT @PhotoG814: In the words of Tony Robbins "The past 
does not equal the future". #leadfromwithin  

1:19 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @jesselynstoner: Values guide our actions as we move toward our 
vision. Need to be aligned with vision to support it. #leadfromwithin  

1:20 
am  

Leadershipfreak:  Q3: I find ppl struggle with clarifying their vision. What hinders ppl in 
their process of finding vision #leadfromwithin  

1:20 
am  

dave_carpenter:  @Leadershipfreak: I celebrate my past, enjoy present and look forward 
to a wonderful future. I embrace all three dimensions #leadfromwithin  

1:20 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  RT @JesseLynStoner: Values guide our actions as we move toward our 
vision. Need to be aligned with vision to support it. #leadfromwithin  

1:20 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @Simon_GB: RT @shawmu:Reflection. Action. Reflection. Action - 
Perception,judgment,Perception,judgment- #leadfromwithin  



1:20 
am  

DeniseWBarreto:  Forward-looking vision driven living is sometimes a very lonely 
existence yet deeply rewarding #leadfromwithin  

1:20 
am  

dave_carpenter:  RT @Leadershipfreak: Can we think of the past as a platform for our 
vision rather than an anchor? #leadfromwithin <I dont do anchors :)  

1:20 
am  

scedmonds:  RT @JKWleadership: Vision for living comes from deep inside . . . < 
Terrific insight, Joan! And we must "dig in" to learn! #leadfromwithin  

1:20 
am  

JKWleadership:  @Leadershipfreak @scedmonds There is something to be said for 
hearing youself express your vision...it helps you belive. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:20 
am  

gnosisarts:  @thehealthmaven hi lea. We tweet again :-) #leadfromwithin  

1:20 
am  

ghc8008:  I suggest any vision must be true, therefore based on your highest ethics, 
not feelings but reason #leadfromwithin  

1:21 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @dave_carpenter I celebrate my past, enjoy present and look forward 
to a wonderful future. I embrace all three dimensions #leadfromwithin  

1:21 
am  

ellenfweber:  RT @dave_carpenter: RT @shawmu: Forward looking vision is rooted 
in our purpose, the "what we want to become" #leadfromwithin <Agree!  

1:21 
am  

PhotoG814:  A positive future vision is having the enthusiasm to move forward. 
Embrace change and live it. #leadfromwithin  

1:21 
am  

worksmarta:  A3 Fear of failure #leadfromwithin  

1:21 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  RT @Leadershipfreak: Q3: I find ppl struggle with clarifying their 
vision. What hinders ppl in their process of finding vision 
#leadfromwithin  

1:21 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @JKWleadership: There is something to be said for hearing yourself 
express your vision...it helps you believe. #leadfromwithin  

1:21 
am  

GuerrillaAdvct:  RT @lollydaskal: brilliant RT @shawmu: A2: Its a balance between 
being in action & being silent. Reflection. Action. Reflection. Action. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:21 
am  

thehealthmaven:  @GnosisArts You just warmed my heart, again! #leadfromwithin  

1:21 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @PhotoG814: A positive future vision is having the enthusiasm to 
move forward. Embrace change and live it. #leadfromwithin  

1:21 
am  

Leadershipfreak:  RT @JKWleadership: @scedmonds There is something to be said for 
hearing youself express your vision...it helps you belive. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:21 
am  

scedmonds:  Fab! RT @PhotoG814: A positive future vision is having the enthusiasm 
to move forward. Embrace change and live it. #leadfromwithin  



1:21 
am  

JKWleadership:  RT @PhotoG814: A positive future vision is having the enthusiasm to 
move forward. Embrace change and live it. #leadfromwithin  

1:21 
am  

jesselynstoner:  Inspires me. RT @scedmonds I look at values-aligned colleagues who 
have their vision together & reflect on how they live. #leadfromwithin  

1:21 
am  

HowellMarketing:  ?@lollydaskal: RT @jesselynstoner: Values guide our actions as we 
move toward our vision be aligned with vision to support 
#leadfromwithin  

1:22 
am  

ghc8008:  RT @lollydaskal: @PhotoG814: A positive future vision is having the 
enthusiasm to move forward. Embrace change and live it. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:22 
am  

ThinDifference:  @Leadershipfreak A3: Noise. Wanting to take only big steps. Frustrating 
hurdles. #leadfromwithin  

1:22 
am  

JKWleadership:  @lollydaskal and friends help you to spell :-) #leadfromwithin  

1:22 
am  

shawmu:  A3: The inability to look at what you're doing that creates your current 
reality is a hindrance. #leadfromwithin  

1:22 
am  

scedmonds:  A3: I think people follow bold, confident leaders - & may not stop at any 
point to consider what THEIR VISION is. #leadfromwithin  

1:23 
am  

KayStar202:  We always learn from our past. That's how we grow. Imp not to live in 
the past. Be open to future blessings! #leadfromwithin  

1:23 
am  

Leadershipfreak:  RT @shawmu: A3: The inability to look at what youre doing that creates 
your current reality is a hindrance. #leadfromwithin  

1:23 
am  

jesselynstoner:  A3 sometimes people don't know what they truly desire. Ask yourself 
"why" do I want that. #leadfromwithin  

1:23 
am  

chanellecarver:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @JKWleadership: There is something to be said 
for hearing yourself express your vision...it helps you believe. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:23 
am  

lollydaskal:  creating a positive future: is allowing yourself to think. create touch of 
confidence and a push to get started. #leadfromwithin  

1:23 
am  

StrategicMonk:  @Leadershipfreak @LollyDaskal Our culture discourages us from 
understanding our values and vision #leadfromwithin  

1:23 
am  

scedmonds:  A3: . . . and sometimes those bold, confident leaders are taking us down 
a path we wouldn't take on our own <sigh> #leadfromwithin  

1:23 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @scedmonds: A3: I think people follow bold, confident leaders -& 
may nt stop at any point 2 consider what THEIR VISION is 
#leadfromwithin  

1:23 
am  

shawmu:  A3: Thinking/acting that you're in this alone is also a hindrance. 
#leadfromwithin  



1:24 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @jesselynstoner: A3 sometimes people dont know what they truly 
desire. Ask yourself "why" do I want that. #leadfromwithin  

1:24 
am  

gnosisarts:  RT @KayStar202: We always learn from our past. Thats how we grow. 
Imp not to live in the past. Be open to future #leadfromwithin  

1:24 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  A3: fear of unknown #leadfromwithin  

1:24 
am  

akinyemitolu:  RT @Leadershipfreak: RT @scedmonds: A2: I find that I am able to 
clarify my vision if I share it verbally w/people I trust & who know my 
values #leadfromwithin  

1:24 
am  

JKWleadership:  We have so many demands and distractions as leaders. They can cloud 
your vision. Stay focused. A3 #leadfromwithin  

1:24 
am  

BOLDfactor:  A2: Great learng/awareness simply by SEEING what's around 
us...Leading + Living with our eyes (+ hearts + minds) wide open! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:24 
am  

DeniseWBarreto:  Q2 Vision 4 living is rooted in finding ur unique purpose 4 being - there 
may b others in the space but none like u #leadfromwithin  

1:24 
am  

Leadershipfreak:  RT @shawmu: A3: Thinking/acting that youre in this alone is also a 
hindrance. #leadfromwithin  

1:24 
am  

KayStar202:  RT @lollydaskal: until you are able to see yourself living the life that 
you truly want -it will be difficult for you to create the vision. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:24 
am  

ghc8008:  RT @shawmu: A3: Thinking/acting that youre in this alone is also a 
hindrance. #leadfromwithin  

1:24 
am  

dave_carpenter:  RT @JKWleadership: @lollydaskal and friends help you to spell :-) 
#leadfromwithin <Certainly caring friends do :)  

1:24 
am  

thehealthmaven:  Vision is hugely important...I tend to get extremely focused when I 
vision cast plans, or ideas - once I say it..it's real #leadfromwithin  

1:24 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @shawmu: A3: Thinking/acting that youre in this alone is also a 
hindrance. #leadfromwithin  

1:24 
am  

scedmonds:  A3: I wonder if we struggle with reflection - it isn't a frequent practice in 
a fast-paced workplace. (@shawmu's point) #leadfromwithin  

1:25 
am  

ThePerspector:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @JKWleadership: There is something to be said 
for hearing yourself express your vision...it helps you believe. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:25 
am  

PhotoG814:  RT @scedmonds: A3: I think ppl follow bold, confident leaders & may 
not stop at any point to consider what THEIR VISION is. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:25 
am  

ThinDifference:  Sometimes feel challenged in asking for help. RT @shawmu A3: 
Thinking/acting that you're in this alone is also a hindrance. 



#leadfromwithin  

1:25 
am  

HPSelf:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @JKWleadership: There is something to be said 
for hearing yourself express your vision...it helps you believe. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:25 
am  

dave_carpenter:  RT @StrategicMonk: @Leadershipfreak @LollyDaskal Our culture 
discourages us from understanding our values & vision #leadfromwithin 
<How so?  

1:25 
am  

john_paul:  Hi, mindfulness or awareness is a nice way to check in with your heart 
and true self for things of time and actions. #leadfromwithin  

1:25 
am  

jesselynstoner:  True vision doesn't end. Vision + clear purpose answers the question 
"What's next?" #leadfromwithin  

1:25 
am  

JKWleadership:  And what you are willing to do|@jesselynstoner: sometimes people dont 
know what they truly desire. Ask yourself why... #leadfromwithin  

1:25 
am  

shawmu:  @scedmonds @shawmu Sad but true. Necessary tho to make sense of 
what happens on any given day. Sanity check for me. #leadfromwithin  

1:26 
am  

heart_path:  RT @john_paul: Hi, mindfulness or awareness is a nice way to check in 
with your heart and true self for things of time and actions. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:26 
am  

thehealthmaven:  RT @jesselynstoner: True vision doesn't end. Vision + clear purpose 
answers the question "What's next?" #leadfromwithin  

1:26 
am  

Simon_GB:  RT @jesselynstoner: A3 sometimes people dont know what they truly 
desire.= "why" do I want that. #leadfromwithin = That is life from within  

1:26 
am  

john_paul:  hmmm why is what i chat in bold? #leadfromwithin  

1:26 
am  

PhotoG814:  Own your vision. It starts now. Your destination may be 3 months away 
but the journey starts now. #leadfromwithin  

1:26 
am  

shawmu:  @john_paul Nice to "see" you here. Hope u r well. #leadfromwithin  

1:26 
am  

DeniseWBarreto:  Clarifying vision requires silence& self-relection and many folks are 
allergic to that #Leadfromwithin  

1:26 
am  

dianaantholis:  Hey all, sorry I'm late! Diana here. Also can find me at @worksmarta 
most of the time. #leadfromwithin  

1:26 
am  

GregoryMJackson:  RT @LollyDaskal it does not take a huge team to make a difference. all 
it takes is YOU. you and your heart. #leadfromwithin  

1:27 
am  

maycote:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @dave_carpenter I celebrate my past, enjoy 
present and look forward to a wonderful future. I embrace all three 
dimensions #leadfromwithin  

1:27 steviepuckett:  RT @Leadershipfreak: RT @JKWleadership: @scedmonds There is 



am  something to be said for hearing youself express your vision...it helps 
you belive. #leadfromwithin  

1:27 
am  

scedmonds:  A3: Mentors & experience have helped me reflect more about how my 
plans, decisions, actions align with my declared vision. #leadfromwithin  

1:27 
am  

gnosisarts:  @lollydaskal how so? Re: culture discouraging vision/values 
#leadfromwithin  

1:27 
am  

scedmonds:  RT @dianaantholis: Hey all, sorry Im late! Diana here. Also can find me 
at @worksmarta most of the time. < a fine hello! #leadfromwithin  

1:27 
am  

StrategicMonk:  @LollyDaskal @Leadershipfreak We look for leaders who already know 
their vision, often not those who will help us find ours. #leadfromwithin  

1:27 
am  

ThePublicaye:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @dave_carpenter I celebrate my past, enjoy 
present and look forward to a wonderful future. I embrace all three 
dimensions #leadfromwithin  

1:27 
am  

SteveKoss:  Q3 vision hampered when others say it can?t be done or u r crazy?reality 
is when u hear it 10 times u are onto something #leadfromwithin  

1:27 
am  

jesselynstoner:  Learn from the past, plan for the future, and live in the present. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:27 
am  

DeniseWBarreto:  RT @scedmonds: A3: . . . and sometimes those bold, confident leaders 
are taking us down a path we wouldn't take on our own <sigh> 
#leadfromwithin  

1:28 
am  

lollydaskal:  welcome! RT @dianaantholis: Hey all, sorry Im late! Diana here. Also 
can find me at @worksmarta most of the time. #leadfromwithin  

1:28 
am  

joseluis_torres:  RT @Leadershipfreak: RT @scedmonds: A2: I find that I am able to 
clarify my vision if I share it verbally w/people I trust & who know my 
values #leadfromwithin  

1:28 
am  

shawmu:  @scedmonds Indeed. In my circle are ppl who push and challenge and 
champion what I'm up to. Make me stronger #leadfromwithin  

1:28 
am  

JKWleadership:  @scedmonds Great point about mentors - they offer objective views 
when vision gets cloudy. #leadfromwithin  

1:28 
am  

ellenfweber:  RT @JKWleadership: We have so many demands and distractions as 
leaders. They can cloud your vision. Stay focused. A3 #leadfromwithin  

1:28 
am  

heart_path:  #LeadFromWithin You must learn to trust your own voice & find the 
courage to live your value.  

1:28 
am  

kcward98:  RT @Leadershipfreak: Can we think of the past as a platform for our 
vision rather than an anchor? #leadfromwithin  

1:28 
am  

scedmonds:  Clarity! RT @jesselynstoner: Learn from the past, plan for the future, 
and live in the present. #leadfromwithin  

1:28 dianaantholis:  RT @jesselynstoner: Learn from the past, plan for the future, and live in 



am  the present. #leadfromwithin  

1:28 
am  

heart_path:  #LeadFromWithin values  

1:28 
am  

DeniseWBarreto:  @SteveKoss So True - Thanks for that reminder #leadfromwithin  

1:29 
am  

BOLDfactor:  True! Authenticity at risk -> @scedmonds: A3: ppl follow bold, 
confident leaders +may not stop at pt 2consider THEIR VISION 
#leadfromwithin  

1:29 
am  

john_paul:  @shawmu @john_paul hi shawn, thanks - doing well and you? 
#leadfromwithin  

1:29 
am  

Leadershipfreak:  sometimes getting input from others when your vision is newly born kills 
the vision. #leadfromwithin  

1:29 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @SteveKoss: Q3 vision hampered when others say it can?t be done 
crazy reality is when u hear it 10x's u are on2 something 
#leadfromwithin  

1:29 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @dianaantholis: RT @jesselynstoner: Learn from the past, plan for 
the future, and live in the present. #leadfromwithin  

1:29 
am  

shawmu:  RT @ellenfweber: RT @JKWleadership: We have so many demands & 
distractions as ldrs. They can cloud UR vision. Stay focused. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:29 
am  

lollydaskal:  and beliefs RT @heart_path: #LeadFromWithin values #leadfromwithin  

1:29 
am  

TracyLatz:  RT @heart_path: #LeadFromWithin You must learn to trust your own 
voice & find the courage to live your value.  

1:29 
am  

heart_path:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @dianaantholis: RT @jesselynstoner: Learn from 
the past, plan for the future, and live in the present. #leadfromwithin  

1:29 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @Leadershipfreak: sometimes getting input from others when your 
vision is newly born kills the vision. #leadfromwithin  

1:29 
am  

thehealthmaven:  @scedmonds I have a couple of diffnt idea books~thr is nothing lk 
watching a vision grow on paper w/out urgency, timelines 
#leadfromwithin  

1:30 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @TracyLatz: RT @heart_path: You must learn to trust your own 
voice & find the courage to live your value. #leadfromwithin  

1:30 
am  

scedmonds:  A3: I think some org cultures can inhibit honest reflection by individual 
players. It is up to us to come to clarity for us. #leadfromwithin  

1:30 
am  

PhotoG814:  Surround yourself with ppl who help you arrive at your vision. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:30 normanhh3:  RT @Leadershipfreak: sometimes getting input from others when your 



am  vision is newly born kills the vision. #leadfromwithin  

1:30 
am  

shawmu:  @john_paul @shawmu Excellent. Year is off to a gr8 start. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:30 
am  

lollydaskal:  @thehealthmaven sounds wonderful. #leadfromwithin  

1:31 
am  

KayStar202:  A3: not sure what questions to ask and fear of floundering 
#leadfromwithin  

1:31 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @PhotoG814: Surround yourself with ppl who help you arrive at 
your vision. #leadfromwithin  

1:31 
am  

kordmiller:  RT @Leadershipfreak: sometimes getting input from others when your 
vision is newly born kills the vision. #leadfromwithin  

1:31 
am  

thehealthmaven:  RT @PhotoG814: very important! I love my inner circle! Surround 
yourself with ppl who help you arrive at your vision. #leadfromwithin  

1:31 
am  

MySOdotCom:  Anyone can be a critic. No one can be you. #leadfromwithin RT 
@LollyDaskal #RockTheReTweet  

1:31 
am  

TracyLatz:  #leadfromwithin Connect with your True Essence & let it lead in all that 
you do www.shiftyourlife.com  

1:31 
am  

dianaantholis:  Motivators & Inspiration RT @PhotoG814: Surround yourself with ppl 
who help you arrive at your vision. #leadfromwithin  

1:31 
am  

PhotoG814:  @lollydaskal @TracyLatz @heart_path respect that your values may not 
be that of others. #leadfromwithin  

1:31 
am  

shawmu:  RT @scedmonds: A3:I think some org cultures can inhibit honest 
reflection by ind. players. It's up 2us 2come 2 clarity 4 us. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:31 
am  

Leadershipfreak:  Q4: dissatisfaction motivated me to find vision. What motives ppl to find 
and clarify vision? #leadfromwithin  

1:31 
am  

ghc8008:  Acknowledgement of reality & clarifying our level of affinity is made 
possible by clear straight communication #leadfromwithin  

1:31 
am  

iangertler:  @heart_path @lollydaskal @dianaantholis RT @jesselynstoner Learn 
from past, plan for future & live in present. #leadfromwithin > Wisdom!! 
:)  

1:32 
am  

BOLDfactor:  Stretch! ;) -> @scedmonds: A3 sometimes those bold, confident leaders r 
takg us down path we wouldn't take on our own <sigh> #leadfromwithin  

1:32 
am  

lollydaskal:  allow yourself to be creative and unconventional. think better and 
envision bigger #leadfromwithin  

1:32 
am  

normanhh3:  RT @Leadershipfreak: RT @JKWleadership: @scedmonds There is 
something to be said for hearing youself express your vision...it helps 
you belive. #leadfromwithin  



1:32 
am  

JKWleadership:  @Leadershipfreak When you have a new born vision you need to protect 
it like a Mamma Bear with her cubs. (A3) #leadfromwithin  

1:32 
am  

worksmarta:  Supporters are invaluable>RT @lollydaskal: RT @PhotoG814: Surround 
yourself with ppl who help you arrive at your vision. #leadfromwithin  

1:32 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @TracyLatz: #leadfromwithin Connect with your True Essence & let 
it lead in all that you do www.shiftyourlife.com #leadfromwithin  

1:32 
am  

getsweetie:  RT @LollyDaskal: allow yourself to be creative and unconventional. 
think better and envision bigger #leadfromwithin  

1:32 
am  

john_paul:  @shawmu that's good to hear. Snowing here today! Hope i am not off 
topic here in the chat. #leadfromwithin  

1:32 
am  

jesselynstoner:  Big pressure on leaders=think they have 2 figure it out alone. RT 
@Leadershipfreak We look 4 leaders who already know vision 
#leadfromwithin  

1:32 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @MySOdotCom: Anyone can be a critic. No one can be you. 
#leadfromwithin RT @LollyDaskal #RockTheReTweet #leadfromwithin  

1:32 
am  

mdkprod:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @Leadershipfreak: sometimes getting input from 
others when your vision is newly born kills the vision. #leadfromwithin  

1:32 
am  

scedmonds:  @leadershipfreak - "getting input on newly born vision" - too true. My 
inner circle (thanks @shawmu) that enables safety. #leadfromwithin  

1:32 
am  

thehealthmaven:  @LollyDaskal go to the art museum & get a couple of beautiful 
journals...#leadfromwithin  

1:32 
am  

iangertler:  @heart_path @lollydaskal @dianaantholis RT @jesselynstoner Learn 
from past, plan for future & live in present. #leadfromwithin > Wisdom! 
:)  

1:32 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @JKWleadership: When you have a new born vision you need to 
protect it like a Mamma Bear with her cubs. (A3) #leadfromwithin  

1:32 
am  

LorenaHeletea:  RT @lollydaskal: allow yourself to be creative and unconventional. think 
better and envision bigger #leadfromwithin  

1:33 
am  

SusanMazza:  .RT @LollyDaskal @jesselynstoner: A3 sometimes people dont know 
what they truly desire. Ask yourself "why" do I want that. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:33 
am  

mattholsinger:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @PhotoG814: Surround yourself with ppl who 
help you arrive at your vision. #leadfromwithin  

1:33 
am  

jesselynstoner:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @Leadershipfreak: sometimes getting input from 
others when your vision is newly born kills the vision. #leadfromwithin  

1:33 
am  

JKWleadership:  A passion for making a difference is the power behind our mission and 
vision (A4) #leadfromwithin  

1:33 PhotoG814:  A4: The desire to continually grow within & develop those around us. 



am  #leadfromwithin  

1:33 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @scedmonds: @leadershipfreak - "getting input on newly born 
vision" - My inner circle (thnx @shawmu) that enables safety 
#leadfromwithin  

1:33 
am  

thehealthmaven:  RT @LollyDaskal: RT @JKWleadership: When U have a new born 
vision U need 2 protect it lk a Mamma Bear w/ her cubs. (A3) 
#leadfromwithin  

1:33 
am  

worksmarta:  A4 People are motivated to gain or avoid losing. #leadfromwithin  

1:33 
am  

shawmu:  A4: Dissatisfaction with current reality is a motivator. Believing 
something better is possible. #leadfromwithin  

1:33 
am  

maycote:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @PhotoG814: Surround yourself with ppl who 
help you arrive at your vision. #leadfromwithin  

1:33 
am  

LorenaHeletea:  RT @JKWleadership: @Leadershipfreak When you have a new born 
vision you need to protect it like a Mamma Bear with her cubs. (A3) 
#leadfromwithin  

1:33 
am  

ThinDifference:  @worksmarta @lollydaskal @PhotoG814 but also people who will get 
you out of your comfort zone time-to-time. #leadfromwithin  

1:33 
am  

Leadershipfreak:  RT @JKWleadership: When you have a new born vision you need to 
protect it like a Mamma Bear with her cubs. (A3) #leadfromwithin  

1:33 
am  

dianaantholis:  A4: A need for change. People aren't happy, company isn't performing 
well. #leadfromwithin  

1:33 
am  

sumnermusolf:  @Leadershipfreak - confusion; frustration; leader who challenges & 
"dictates" path. (A4) #leadfromwithin  

1:34 
am  

Leadershipfreak:  RT @shawmu: A4: Dissatisfaction with current reality is a motivator. 
Believing something better is possible. #leadfromwithin  

1:34 
am  

RubenQuintero:  Stand for what's right, even when you are scared, because it emboldens 
others and you'll find that you're not alone. #leadfromwithin  

1:34 
am  

jesselynstoner:  Don't limit your thinking by what you believe is possible. Stretch. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:34 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @worksmarta: A4 People are motivated to gain or avoid losing. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:34 
am  

heart_path:  RT @RubenQuintero: Stand for what's right, even when you are scared, 
because it emboldens others and you'll find that you're not alone. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:34 
am  

gnosisarts:  "Where there is no vision (lit. "Revelation") the people perish." --prov. 
29:18 #leadfromwithin  

1:34 LisaRangel:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @PhotoG814: Surround yourself with ppl who 



am  help you arrive at your vision. #leadfromwithin  

1:34 
am  

shawmu:  It's our nature to want to make a difference. It's deeply satisfying as a 
human being. #leadfromwithin  

1:34 
am  

getsweetie:  People are often motivated after experiencing the feeling of 
competence...the confidence it brings on in leadership #leadfromwithin  

1:34 
am  

Simon_GB:  RT @PhotoG814: Surround yourself with ppl who help you arrive at 
your vision.:& those ppl will help U create a new vision #leadfromwithin  

1:34 
am  

dave_carpenter:  A#4 Some read or hear that having clear vision is helpful, others see 
successor people having very clear vision #leadfromwithin  

1:35 
am  

JKWleadership:  RT @shawmu: Its our nature to want to make a difference. Its deeply 
satisfying as a human being. #leadfromwithin  

1:35 
am  

worksmarta:  Frustration with the current situation inspires change. #leadfromwithin  

1:35 
am  

hovafan:  RT @MySOdotCom: Anyone can be a critic. No one can be you. 
#leadfromwithin RT @LollyDaskal #RockTheReTweet  

1:35 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  RT @lollydaskal: allow yourself to be creative and unconventional. think 
better and envision bigger #leadfromwithin  

1:35 
am  

PhotoG814:  @ThinDifference @worksmarta @lollydaskal @PhotoG814 So very 
true! #leadfromwithin  

1:35 
am  

heart_path:  @shawmu Yes - for some, including myself. Service feeds my vision. 
#LeadFromWithin  

1:35 
am  

john_paul:  who are A4 ppl? #leadfromwithin  

1:35 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  Love it! RT @PhotoG814: A4: The desire to continually grow within & 
develop those around us. #leadfromwithin  

1:35 
am  

dianaantholis:  And the drive to do something about it! RT @worksmarta: Frustration 
with the current situation inspires change. #leadfromwithin  

1:35 
am  

JKWleadership:  via @getsweetie: People are often motivated after experiencing the 
feeling of competence...confidence leads to leadership #leadfromwithin  

1:35 
am  

scedmonds:  A desire to serve others & make a difference in our world are powerful 
drivers of a #leadfromwithin vision. #leadfromwithin  

1:35 
am  

shawmu:  [Me too] RT @heart_path: @shawmu Yes - for some, including myself. 
Service feeds my vision. #leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

lollydaskal:  visions are plentiful. the real question is how will you execute? 
#leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

gnosisarts:  @thehealthmaven aw, that's quite a kind thing 2 say! #leadfromwithin  



1:36 
am  

Leadershipfreak:  Wanting to matter motivates one to find and clarify vision 
#leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

jesselynstoner:  Create your vision for what you desire, not what you want to get rid of. 
Be proactive, not reactive. #leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @MagneticSilvia: Love it! RT @PhotoG814: A4: The desire to 
continually grow within & develop those around us. #leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

heart_path:  RT @scedmonds: A desire to serve others & make a difference in our 
world are powerful drivers of a #leadfromwithin vision. 
#leadfromwithin/Y  

1:36 
am  

mandalareflects:  RT @lollydaskal: allow yourself to be creative and unconventional. think 
better and envision bigger #leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @scedmonds: A desire to serve others & make a difference in our 
world are powerful drivers of a #leadfromwithin vision. #leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

shawmu:  [Aliens =)] RT @john_paul: who are A4 ppl? #leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

JKWleadership:  RT @lollydaskal: visions are plentiful. the real question is how will you 
execute? #leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

gnosisarts:  RT @lollydaskal: visions are plentiful. the real question is how will you 
execute? #leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

getsweetie:  Choosing paths that work for you often frees you to be your best self and 
THAT works for others. #leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

shawmu:  RT @Leadershipfreak: Wanting to matter motivates one to find and 
clarify vision #leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  Yes! RT @JesseLynStoner: Don't limit your thinking by what you 
believe is possible. Stretch. #leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @jesselynstoner: Create your vision for what you desire, not what 
you want to get rid of. Be proactive, not reactive. #leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

dianaantholis:  Engage followers RT @lollydaskal: visions are plentiful. the real 
question is how will you execute? #leadfromwithin  

1:37 
am  

SteveKoss:  Your inner circle, Mastermind grp gr8 to bring vision out of diapers into 
a walking state prior to the 100 yard dash #leadfromwithin  

1:37 
am  

DeniseWBarreto:  A4 Adversity certainly motivated me and I think big ideas/movements 
are always preceded by discomfort #leadfromwithin  

1:37 
am  

sumnermusolf:  I'm an A4 person. :) RT @John_Paul: who are A4 ppl? #leadfromwithin  

1:37 
am  

scedmonds:  @JKWLeadership, LOVE the "Mamma Bear" protective metaphor on 
"baby visions"! #leadfromwithin  



1:37 
am  

Careerbright:  RT @Leadershipfreak: RT @shawmu: A4: Dissatisfaction with current 
reality is a motivator. Believing something better is possible. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:37 
am  

ShiCooks:  Anyone can be a critic. No one can be you. #leadfromwithin RT 
@LollyDaskal @MySOdotCom #RockTheReTweet  

1:37 
am  

thehealthmaven:  Here to make a difference & that necessitates vision. U can't leave a 
legacy if u leave it to chance-besides it's more fun! #leadfromwithin  

1:37 
am  

Simon_GB:  RT@worksmarta:A4 People are motivated to gain or avoid losing. And it 
they that fly straight past their own vision #leadfromwithin  

1:37 
am  

gnosisarts:  RT @jesselynstoner: Create your vision for what you desire, not what 
you want to get rid of. Be proactive, not reactive. #leadfromwithin  

1:37 
am  

lollydaskal:  YAY! RT @sumnermusolf: Im an A4 person. :) RT @John_Paul: who 
are A4 ppl? #leadfromwithin  

1:37 
am  

rndydog:  RT @john_paul: Hi, mindfulness or awareness is a nice way to check in 
with your heart and true self for things of time and actions. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:37 
am  

dianaantholis:  @lollydaskal - And listen to your followers to see what's working. Adapt 
to change and the environment #leadfromwithin  

1:37 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @shawmu: A4: Dissatisfaction with current reality is a motivator. 
Believing something better is possible. #leadfromwithin  

1:38 
am  

john_paul:  @shawmu aliens, well that makes sense i guess and they are attached for 
fear of losing what they have? #leadfromwithin  

1:38 
am  

heart_path:  RT @heart_path: @DeniseWBarreto You must be willing to step out of 
complacency and fear. #LeadFromWithin  

1:38 
am  

MaggiPot:  RT @gnosisarts: RT @jesselynstoner: Create your vision for what you 
desire, not what you want to get rid of. Be proactive, not reactive. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:38 
am  

PhotoG814:  @lollydaskal timing can make or break our ability to arrive at our vision, 
but action is definitely required. #leadfromwithin  

1:38 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  RT @LollyDaskal: visions are plentiful. the real question is how will 
you execute? #leadfromwithin  

1:38 
am  

AngellaNaquin90:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @MySOdotCom: Anyone can be a critic. No one 
can be you. #leadfromwithin RT @LollyDaskal #RockTheReTweet 
#leadfromwithin  

1:38 
am  

gnosisarts:  RT @ShiCooks: Anyone can be a critic. No one can be you. 
#leadfromwithin RT @LollyDaskal @MySOdotCom #RockTheReTweet 
#leadfromwithin  

1:38 
am  

JKWleadership:  @scedmonds Thanks Chris. I'm a Momma Bear...Get too close to my 
projects and GRRRRR... #leadfromwithin  



1:38 
am  

ashleythebalm:  RT @Leadershipfreak: Wanting to matter motivates one to find and 
clarify vision #leadfromwithin  

1:38 
am  

josedramirez:  RT @JKWleadership: Its our nature to want to make a difference. Its 
deeply satisfying as a human being. via @shawmu #leadfromwithin  

1:38 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  RT @JesseLynStoner: Create your vision for what you desire, not what 
you want to get rid of. Be proactive, not reactive. #leadfromwithin  

1:38 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @heart_path: RT @heart_path: @DeniseWBarreto You must be 
willing to step out of complacency and fear. #leadfromwithin  

1:38 
am  

soundsblue:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @scedmonds: A desire to serve others & make a 
difference in our world are powerful drivers of a #leadfromwithin vision. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:38 
am  

PhotoG814:  RT @heart_path: RT @heart_path: @DeniseWBarreto You must be 
willing to step out of complacency and fear. #leadfromwithin  

1:38 
am  

shawmu:  @john_paul @shawmu No, they just have 4 legs (Aliens 4 legs.) 
GROAN! =) #leadfromwithin  

1:39 
am  

scedmonds:  "Best Self"! RT @getsweetie: Choosing paths that work for you often 
frees you to be your best self & THAT works for others. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:39 
am  

ghc8008:  I forgot my manners guys, never been here before, name is Gaston and I 
got very interested jumped in straight, sorry #leadfromwithin  

1:39 
am  

soundsblue:  RT @getsweetie: Choosing paths that work for you often frees you to be 
your best self and THAT works for others. #leadfromwithin  

1:39 
am  

BOLDfactor:  Takes Courage 2act-> @shawmu: A4: Dissatisfaction w current reality is 
a motivator. Believing something better is possible. #leadfromwithin  

1:39 
am  

shawmu:  RT @MagneticSilvia: RT @LollyDaskal: visions are plentiful. the real 
question is how will you execute? #leadfromwithin  

1:39 
am  

lollydaskal:  Mama bear you are making me laugh out loud @JKWleadership: 
#leadfromwithin  

1:39 
am  

Leadershipfreak:  Q5 How do you feel about this statement: Noble vision is always about 
people? #leadfromwithin  

1:39 
am  

AngellaNaquin90:  RT @heart_path: #LeadFromWithin You must learn to trust your own 
voice & find the courage to live your value.  

1:39 
am  

ThinDifference:  @Leadershipfreak Living a life of meaning motivates me. More than just 
tasks. Meaning. Spirit-filled life. #leadfromwithin  

1:39 
am  

shawmu:  @ghc8008 No worries. #leadfromwithin  

1:39 
am  

dianaantholis:  @ghc8008 No apologies! That's what you have to do! #leadfromwithin  



1:39 
am  

JKWleadership:  @ghc8008 Welcome Gaston! #leadfromwithin  

1:40 
am  

dave_carpenter:  RT @worksmarta: Frustration with the current situation inspires change. 
#leadfromwithin <Great example now happening in Egypt!  

1:40 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @ThinDifference: @Leadershipfreak Living a life of meaning 
motivates me More than just tasks. Meaning. Spirit-filled life 
#leadfromwithin  

1:40 
am  

SteveKoss:  +1 RT @JesseLynStoner: Create your vision for what you desire, not 
what you want to get rid of. Be proactive, not reactive. #leadfromwithin  

1:40 
am  

heart_path:  Noble vision is about many things,. It's about creating lasting and 
positive change. That may or may not include people. #LeadFromWithin  

1:40 
am  

scedmonds:  LOVE IT. RT @JKWleadership: @scedmonds Thanks Chris. Im a 
Momma Bear...Get too close to my projects and GRRRRR... 
#leadfromwithin  

1:40 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @Leadershipfreak: Q5 How do you feel about this statement: Noble 
vision is always about people? #leadfromwithin  

1:40 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  RT @Leadershipfreak: Q5 How do you feel about this statement: Noble 
vision is always about people? #leadfromwithin  

1:40 
am  

jesselynstoner:  Jody Williams TED Talk: Creating a realistic vision for world peace 
http://tinyurl.com/6xv5uma #leadfromwithin  

1:40 
am  

Chriscarroll50:  @LollyDaskal to #leadfromwithin one must recognise one's weaknesses 
and admit them to one's team/group, others will follow the example  

1:41 
am  

john_paul:  RT @lollydaskal YAY! RT @sumnermusolf: Im an A4 person. :) 
@John_Paul: who are A4 ppl? #leadfromwithin <- UR an alien? 
#leadfromwithin  

1:41 
am  

JBeverlyMom:  RT @MagneticSilvia: RT @JesseLynStoner: Create your vision for what 
you desire, not what you want to get rid of. Be proactive, not reactive. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:41 
am  

worksmarta:  @Leadershipfreak A5 - Noble vision is about principles and values - 
people align with that or not! #leadfromwithin  

1:41 
am  

JKWleadership:  Vision IS about people - they create it - they implement it - it all comes 
back to them in the end no matter the focus. A5 #leadfromwithin  

1:41 
am  

lollydaskal:  noble vision. noble causes, noble movements. are all about people 
#leadfromwithin  

1:41 
am  

ghc8008:  Thank you, but I noticed some of you know eachother, so I'm 
introducing myself, in fun anyhow #leadfromwithin  

1:41 
am  

heart_path:  Noble vision is about integrity. #LeadFromWithin  



1:41 
am  

StrategicMonk:  @LollyDaskal @Leadershipfreak Does that include the person with the 
vision? #leadfromwithin  

1:41 
am  

shawmu:  A5: Trying to think of a vision where people aren't involved, effected. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:41 
am  

scedmonds:  A5: Noble vision = about people. Agree! If vision statements are to be 
compelling & inspiring, fellow mankind must benefit. #leadfromwithin  

1:41 
am  

PhotoG814:  A5: As long as we don't impose on other rights & we move forward with 
respect. #leadfromwithin  

1:41 
am  

john_paul:  having a vision is always noble making it happen takes courage and that 
is noble too. #leadfromwithin  

1:41 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @JKWleadership: Vision IS about people - they create it - they 
implement it - #leadfromwithin  

1:42 
am  

gnosisarts:  I have to work on not criticizing the vision of others just b/c it makes no 
sense 2 me #leadfromwithin  

1:42 
am  

getsweetie:  a5- I believe personally that our gifts, our works, our ability to improve 
the existence of other humans is why we are here #leadfromwithin  

1:42 
am  

goddesspower:  RT @LollyDaskal: allow yourself to be creative and unconventional. 
think better and envision bigger #leadfromwithin  

1:42 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @scedmonds: A5: Noble vision = about people. Agree! If vision 
statements are to be compelling & inspiring=benfit #leadfromwithin  

1:42 
am  

heart_path:  RT @getsweetie: a5- I believe personally that our gifts, our works, our 
ability to improve the existence of other humans is why we are here 
#leadfromwithin  

1:42 
am  

thehealthmaven:  Noble vision: What else is there?. it's all about people .That's what we 
take with us! #leadfromwithin  

1:42 
am  

ccpryor:  Noble vision could also enhance the future of an institution. 
#leadfromwithin Sorry I'm late, folks! Reading to the boy!  

1:42 
am  

ThinDifference:  True. RT @heart_path Noble vision about many things. About creating 
lasting & positive change. May or may not include pple. 
#LeadFromWithin  

1:42 
am  

PhotoG814:  @ghc8008 Hey Gaston, thanks for joining the discussion tonight. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:42 
am  

Simon_GB:  @dianaantholis- behavior changes environment- environment changes 
behavior which leads to change#leadfromwithin  

1:42 
am  

jesselynstoner:  Here's the correct link for Jody Williams TED Talk on Creating a 
Realistic Vision for World Peace http://tinyurl.com/6kl5hkf 
#leadfromwithin  

1:42 StrategicMonk:  @shawmu Trying to think of an ignoble vision. #leadfromwithin  



am  

1:42 
am  

jsym:  RT @lollydaskal: allow yourself to be creative and unconventional. think 
better and envision bigger #leadfromwithin  

1:42 
am  

rezanoegraha:  What is that? RT @John_Paul: who are A4 ppl? #leadfromwithin  

1:43 
am  

PhotoG814:  RT @gnosisarts: I have to work on not criticizing the vision of others 
just b/c it makes no sense 2 me #leadfromwithin  

1:43 
am  

SusanMazza:  .RT @lollydaskal: noble vision. noble causes, noble movements. are all 
about people #leadfromwithin  

1:43 
am  

scedmonds:  A5: many leaders have acted on visions that did not serve people. None 
turned out very well in the long run! #leadfromwithin  

1:43 
am  

ccpryor:  RT @heart_path: Noble vision is about integrity. #LeadFromWithin  

1:43 
am  

worksmarta:  @ThinDifference @heart_path - noble vision incorporates moral actions 
#leadfromwithin  

1:43 
am  

shawmu:  RT @scedmonds: A5: many leaders have acted on visions that did not 
serve people. None turned out very well in the long run! #leadfromwithin  

1:43 
am  

ghc8008:  I'd like to spare a thought for a real hero, Mandela is a wee ill now, we 
may lose a most noble lider soon #leadfromwithin  

1:43 
am  

getsweetie:  Nobel visions often require a relentless pursuit of the core elements of 
truth, justice, service to others, love... #leadfromwithin  

1:43 
am  

JKWleadership:  If you get to your destination alone, the journey's not worth it. That's a 
loney vision quest. A5 #leadfromwithin  

1:43 
am  

jsym:  RT @Leadershipfreak: sometimes getting input from others when your 
vision is newly born kills the vision. #leadfromwithin  

1:43 
am  

heart_path:  @scedmonds I was thinking of our environment, though I agree that all 
visions must balance the needs of humanity. #LeadFromWithin  

1:44 
am  

jesselynstoner:  RT @scedmonds: A5: many leaders have acted on visions that did not 
serve people. None turned out very well in the long run! #leadfromwithin  

1:44 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  Vision is about enriching lives of others. It's about who, why, when and 
how. #leadfromwithin  

1:44 
am  

scedmonds:  TRUE - and integrity is about commitment to people! RT @heart_path: 
Noble vision is about integrity. #leadfromwithin  

1:44 
am  

ghc8008:  RT @ccpryor: RT @heart_path: Noble vision is about integrity. 
<=Agree #leadfromwithin  

1:44 
am  

lollydaskal:  noble vision: a manifestation that is totally satisfying and harmonious in 
ways for the highest good for all concerned. #leadfromwithin  



1:44 
am  

john_paul:  @SusanMazza RT @lollydaskal: noble vision. noble causes, noble 
movements. are all about people #leadfromwithin <unless ur A4 
#leadfromwithin  

1:44 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @MagneticSilvia: Vision is about enriching lives of others. Its about 
who, why, when and how. #leadfromwithin  

1:44 
am  

SusanMazza:  .RT @dave_carpenter: RT @worksmarta: Frustration w current situation 
inspires change. #leadfromwithin <Great example now happening in 
Egypt!  

1:44 
am  

thehealthmaven:  RT @scedmonds: yep,not noble!:)A5: many leaders have acted on 
visions that dnt serve ppl. None turned out vry well #leadfromwithin  

1:44 
am  

ccpryor:  RT @lollydaskal: noble vision: a manifestation that is totally satisfying 
and harmonious in ways for the highest good for all concerned. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:45 
am  

JKWleadership:  Many leaders have acted on visions that did not serve people. None 
turned out very well in the long run! @shawmu @scedmonds 
#leadfromwithin  

1:45 
am  

scedmonds:  His legacy has impacted millions! RT @ghc8008: a real hero, Mandela is 
a wee ill now, we may lose a most noble leader soon #leadfromwithin  

1:45 
am  

PhotoG814:  RT @MagneticSilvia: Vision is about enriching lives of others. Its about 
who, why, when and how. #leadfromwithin  

1:45 
am  

ThinDifference:  Absolutely. RT @worksmarta @heart_path - noble vision incorporates 
moral actions #leadfromwithin  

1:45 
am  

dianaantholis:  RT @worksmarta: Frustration w current situation inspires change. 
#leadfromwithin #leadfromwithin  

1:46 
am  

jesselynstoner:  Noble vision captures our heart and spirit, and keeps us motivated when 
the going gets tough. #leadfromwithin  

1:46 
am  

heart_path:  RT @heart_path: Noble vision is not about serving the ego, but serving 
the needs of our fellow humanity. #LeadFromWithin  

1:46 
am  

dave_carpenter:  @Leadershipfreak: Why does one's vision need a qualifier like "noble?" 
#leadfromwithin  

1:46 
am  

GianaConsulting:  Vision is more than a statement on a wall. It is the difference that 
separates the good from the great. #leadfromwithin  

1:46 
am  

lollydaskal:  everyone here is a noble leader with noble visions. #leadfromwithin  

1:46 
am  

PhotoG814:  @JKWleadership @shawmu @scedmonds A GPS recalculates, so 
should we. Be flexible in our vision. #leadfromwithin  

1:46 
am  

Leadershipfreak:  Q6: From an organizational perspective, what are the best ways to 
inspire shared vision? #leadfromwithin  



1:46 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @jesselynstoner: Noble vision captures our heart and spirit, and 
keeps us motivated when the going gets tough. #leadfromwithin  

1:46 
am  

joankw:  It is not for us to identify our mission or vision as "noble". Others will be 
the ultimate judge of that. A5 #leadfromwithin  

1:46 
am  

rhondabannard:  Go w/nature. RT @shawmu: Its our nature to want to make a difference. 
Its deeply satisfying as a human being. #leadfromwithin  

1:46 
am  

Leadershipfreak:  RT @dave_carpenter: @Leadershipfreak: Why does ones vision need a 
qualifier like "noble?" #leadfromwithin  

1:47 
am  

perrygerr:  r/t @LollyDaskal: @PhotoG814: A positive future vision is having the 
enthusiasm to move forward. Embrace change & live it. #leadfromwithin  

1:47 
am  

shawmu:  RT @dave_carpenter: @Leadershipfreak: Why does ones vision need a 
qualifier like "noble?" #leadfromwithin  

1:47 
am  

VictorCanada:  @LollyDaskal @Leadershipfreak Ultimately, relationships are what 
matter. Noble Vision aims higher. #leadfromwithin  

1:47 
am  

thehealthmaven:  RT @LollyDaskal: Agree, a life choice. everyone here is a noble leader 
with noble visions. #leadfromwithin  

1:47 
am  

EmmaWAdams:  Noble vision could also enhance the future of an institution. 
#leadfromwithin Sorry I'm late, folks! Reading to the boy!...  

1:47 
am  

heart_path:  Q6: A willingness to model the core values of your vision everyday. 
#LeadFromWithin  

1:47 
am  

mike9wood:  RT @GregoryMJackson: RT @LollyDaskal it does not take a huge team 
to make a difference. all it takes is YOU. you and your heart. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:47 
am  

getsweetie:  RT @Leadershipfreak: Q6: From an organizational perspective, what are 
the best ways to inspire shared vision? #leadfromwithin  

1:47 
am  

jesselynstoner:  A6: Involve people in its creation. #leadfromwithin  

1:47 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @GianaConsulting: Vision is more than a statement on a wall. It is 
the difference that separates the good from the great #leadfromwithin  

1:47 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  @dave_carpenter ...maybe because there are so many visions that simply 
don't care about others... #leadfromwithin  

1:48 
am  

CoachDayne:  RT @lollydaskal: allow yourself to be creative and unconventional. think 
better and envision bigger #leadfromwithin  

1:48 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @Leadershipfreak: Q6: From an organizational perspective, what are 
the best ways to inspire shared vision? #leadfromwithin  

1:48 
am  

PhotoG814:  A6: clearly defined set of goals that are openly communicated. 
#leadfromwithin  



1:48 
am  

ghc8008:  I mentioned Mandela because, he went straight to the real, necessary, 
fundamental Goal, he helped his nation #leadfromwithin  

1:48 
am  

ccpryor:  Q6: collaboration is a sure method towards a shared vision 
#leadfromwithin  

1:48 
am  

worksmarta:  A6 Inspire shared vision by being honest, open, and enthusiastic. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:48 
am  

JKWleadership:  Inspiring a shared vision comes from building a team with shared values 
and communicating a clearly stated purpose. A6 #leadfromwithin  

1:48 
am  

heart_path:  RT @ccpryor: Q6: collaboration is a sure method towards a shared 
vision #leadfromwithin Yes!  

1:48 
am  

scedmonds:  Increases buy-in and creative, aligned action! RT @jesselynstoner: A6: 
Involve people in its creation. #leadfromwithin  

1:48 
am  

30LincolnPlaza:  RT @LollyDaskal @Leadershipfreak: Q6: From an organizational 
perspective, what are the best ways to inspire shared vision? 
#leadfromwithin  

1:48 
am  

cathoel:  Hitler had a vision. his was problematic @Leadershipfreak 
@dave_carpenter Why does ones vision need qualifiers like "noble?" 
#leadfromwithin  

1:48 
am  

scedmonds:  Perfect! RT @PhotoG814: A6: clearly defined set of goals that are 
openly communicated. #leadfromwithin  

1:48 
am  

jesselynstoner:  A6: When people are involved in creating the vision, they have a better 
understanding and a deeper commitment. #leadfromwithin  

1:49 
am  

GianaConsulting:  Breathing life into vision: Tell stories, explain what's in it for them, use 
visuals, use media, repeat it often. #leadfromwithin  

1:49 
am  

shawmu:  A6: Align behaviors and actions. Involve people. #leadfromwithin  

1:49 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  Love it! Each of us has a choice to be... RT @LollyDaskal: everyone 
here is a noble leader with noble visions. #leadfromwithin  

1:49 
am  

dave_carpenter:  @Leadershipfreak: Q5: Many of the common definitions of nobile leave 
me , personally, very cold. #leadfromwithin  

1:49 
am  

cboettner:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @GianaConsulting: Vision is more than a 
statement on a wall. It is the difference that separates the good from the 
great #leadfromwithin  

1:49 
am  

StrategicMonk:  @Leadershipfreak @LollyDaskal practicing & listening 
#leadfromwithin  

1:49 
am  

PhotoG814:  AWESOME! RT @worksmarta: A6 Inspire shared vision by being 
honest, open, and enthusiastic. #leadfromwithin  

1:49 john_paul:  @MagneticSilvia @dave_carpenter maybe because there are so many 



am  visions that simply don't care about others< that is the key 
#leadfromwithin  

1:49 
am  

ghc8008:  and then, he allowed nothing & no one to get in the way of 
reconciliation, reconstruction & creation of the new South Africa 
#leadfromwithin  

1:49 
am  

getsweetie:  a6 To inspire nobel vision actualization, one must break the mold of 
unproductive methods and ask courageous Q's of how. #leadfromwithin  

1:49 
am  

SusanMazza:  .RT @lollydaskal noble vision: a manifestation that is satisfying and 
harmonious for the highest good for all concerned. #leadfromwithin  

1:49 
am  

ThinDifference:  @Leadershipfreak Acting consistently on the vision. Doing it, just not 
saying or pointing to it. #leadfromwithin  

1:49 
am  

PhotoG814:  RT @jesselynstoner: A6: Involve people in its creation. #leadfromwithin  

1:50 
am  

BOLDfactor:  A5: Maintaining other-focus is key to servant leadership and *authentic* 
humility. #leadfromwithin  

1:50 
am  

ccpryor:  Sharing a vision is about embracing others ideas and supporting them to 
fruition. #leadfromwithin  

1:50 
am  

dianaantholis:  A6: Inspire a shared vision by identifying your vision first, then listen to 
others & determine what is meaningful to them #leadfromwithin  

1:50 
am  

jesselynstoner:  Model the vision. People what what you do more carefully than they 
listen to what you say. #leadfromwithin  

1:50 
am  

dave_carpenter:  RT @ccpryor: Q6: collaboration is a sure method towards a shared 
vision #leadfromwithin <Agree!  

1:50 
am  

getsweetie:  a6 Accept that structure supports vision, and realign the vision in to 
manageable action steps to evoke progressive steps #leadfromwithin  

1:50 
am  

scedmonds:  Aligned vision enables prompt consensus and action on plans, decisions, 
goals, RESULTS. #leadfromwithin  

1:50 
am  

KayStar202:  A6: Leaders need to encourage the heart and not be afraid to step out in 
Faith. #leadfromwithin  

1:50 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  RT @jesselynstoner: A6: When people are involved in creating the 
vision, they have a better understanding and a deeper commitment. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:50 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @ccpryor: Sharing a vision is about embracing others ideas and 
supporting them to fruition. #leadfromwithin  

1:50 
am  

scedmonds:  RT @BOLDfactor: A5: Maintaining other-focus is key to servant 
leadership and *authentic* humility. #leadfromwithin  

1:50 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  RT @shawmu: A6: Align behaviors and actions. Involve people. 
#leadfromwithin  



1:50 
am  

NaturesWell:  A6 Offer Rewards #leadfromwithin  

1:50 
am  

luvsParis:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @ccpryor: Sharing a vision is about embracing 
others ideas and supporting them to fruition. #leadfromwithin  

1:51 
am  

heart_path:  RT @heart_path: RT @GetSweetie: a6 and be willing to ask why, too. 
#LeadFromWithin  

1:51 
am  

john_paul:  Noble: possessing high ideals or excellent moral character 
#leadfromwithin  

1:51 
am  

simplyshimona:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @ccpryor: Sharing a vision is about embracing 
others ideas and supporting them to fruition. #leadfromwithin  

1:51 
am  

PhotoG814:  RT @scedmonds: Aligned vision enables prompt consensus and action 
on plans, decisions, goals, RESULTS. #leadfromwithin  

1:51 
am  

ghc8008:  @dave_carpenter Why does ones vision need qualifiers like "noble?" 
<=It doesn't - some may qualify that way #leadfromwithin  

1:51 
am  

Simon_GB:  RT@Leadershipfreak:Q6: = Share your mental models #leadfromwithin  

1:51 
am  

jesselynstoner:  Model the vision. People watch what you do more carefully than they 
listen to what you say #leadfromwithin  

1:51 
am  

worksmarta:  RT @MagneticSilvia: RT @shawmu: A6: Align behaviors and actions. 
Involve people. #leadfromwithin  

1:51 
am  

luvsParis:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @jesselynstoner: Noble vision captures our heart 
and spirit, and keeps us motivated when the going gets tough. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:51 
am  

OnMentoring:  A6: Ensuring collaboration in building that vision. #leadfromwithin  

1:51 
am  

giselle2323:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @jesselynstoner: Noble vision captures our heart 
and spirit, and keeps us motivated when the going gets tough. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:51 
am  

thehealthmaven:  People can detect an authentic sense about a vision, so very important to 
b genuine by believing in it yourself #leadfromwithin  

1:51 
am  

scedmonds:  Aligned vision enables in-the-moment coaching, redirection, and 
praise/encouragement among team members. #leadfromwithin  

1:51 
am  

dianaantholis:  A6: Find meaning and purpose for your followers & understand how 
they feel #leadfromwithin  

1:52 
am  

PhotoG814:  RT @MagneticSilvia: RT @shawmu: A6: Align behaviors and actions. 
Involve people. #leadfromwithin  

1:52 
am  

luvsParis:  RT @lollydaskal: noble vision: a manifestation that is totally satisfying 
and harmonious in ways for the highest good for all concerned. 



#leadfromwithin  

1:52 
am  

giselle2323:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @ccpryor: Sharing a vision is about embracing 
others ideas and supporting them to fruition. #leadfromwithin  

1:52 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  Yes! RT @JesseLynStoner: Model the vision. People watch what you do 
more carefully than they listen to what you say #leadfromwithin  

1:52 
am  

StrategicMonk:  @Leadershipfreak @LollyDaskal bringing together ppl committed to 
common values #leadfromwithin  

1:52 
am  

dianaantholis:  A6: Build a consensus of followers thoughts and feelings & identify their 
roles in the process #leadfromwithin  

1:52 
am  

lollydaskal:  A6: aligned vision: clarity. confidence, collaboration. connecting. 
community. #leadfromwithin  

1:52 
am  

worksmarta:  A6 - Help followers understand and embrace the vision and goals 
#leadfromwithin  

1:52 
am  

giselle2323:  RT @scedmonds: Aligned vision enables prompt consensus and action 
on plans, decisions, goals, RESULTS. #leadfromwithin  

1:52 
am  

thehealthmaven:  @MagneticSilvia yes, actions louder than words..#leadfromwithin  

1:53 
am  

dave_carpenter:  Bravo: RT @jesselynstoner: Model the vision. People what what you do 
more carefully than they listen to what you say. #leadfromwithin  

1:53 
am  

getsweetie:  Projects have taught me that the strongest visions will perish without 
supportive structure, communications, etc #leadfromwithin  

1:53 
am  

JKWleadership:  When a vision is focused on what is best for others - more people will 
embrace it. MY vision it is not OUR vision. A6 #leadfromwithin  

1:53 
am  

scedmonds:  Aligned vision can ensure team members make the right decisions when 
the boss or peers are not around! #leadfromwithin  

1:53 
am  

dianaantholis:  A6: Make sure they understand how their contributions will bring 
personal & organizational satisfaction #leadfromwithin  

1:53 
am  

Gobigcompany:  RT @shawmu: A6: Align behaviors and actions. Involve people. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:53 
am  

McDonald_Media:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @ccpryor: Sharing a vision is about embracing 
others ideas and supporting them to fruition. #leadfromwithin  

1:53 
am  

giselle2323:  RT @jesselynstoner: Model the vision. People watch what you do more 
carefully than they listen to what you say #leadfromwithin  

1:53 
am  

giselle2323:  RT @lollydaskal: A6: aligned vision: clarity. confidence, collaboration. 
connecting. community. #leadfromwithin  

1:53 
am  

worksmarta:  A6 Be the leader - inspire confidence with competence. #leadfromwithin  



1:53 
am  

heart_path:  RT @giselle2323: RT @jesselynstoner: Model the vision. People watch 
what you do more carefully than they listen to what you say 
#leadfromwithin  

1:53 
am  

AniPalmo:  RT @john_paul: Noble: possessing high ideals or excellent moral 
character #leadfromwithin  

1:53 
am  

john_paul:  A6: the best way to inspira and motivate is through leading by example. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:54 
am  

BOLDfactor:  A5: Just not a fan of *Noble* anything when it morphs into *holier than 
thou*. UGH. #leadfromwithin  

1:54 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @StrategicMonk: @Leadershipfreak @LollyDaskal bringing 
together ppl committed to common values #leadfromwithin  

1:54 
am  

RobynMcMaster:  RT @LollyDaskal @ccpryor: Sharing a vision is about embracing others 
ideas and supporting them to fruition. #leadfromwithin So satisfying!  

1:54 
am  

tatisada:  RT @john_paul: A6: the best way to inspira and motivate is through 
leading by example. #leadfromwithin  

1:54 
am  

ghc8008:  RT @McDonald_Media:@lollydaskal:@ccpryor: Sharing a vision is 
about embracing others ideas and supporting them to fruition. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:54 
am  

heart_path:  You must be willing to take risks; your vision must be greater than your 
need for approval from others. #LeadFromWithin  

1:54 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @worksmarta: A6 Be the leader - inspire confidence with 
competence. #leadfromwithin  

1:54 
am  

Simon_GB:  @MagneticSilvia: It's not that ppl don't care just that they need time to 
adapt and change to multiple visions #leadfromwithin  

1:54 
am  

sumnermusolf:  @Leadershipfreak - identify. relate. cultivate. challenge. debate. 
disagree. learn. rinse. repeat. (A6) #leadfromwithin  

1:54 
am  

SteveKoss:  Greatest reward to give is so simplistic and effective??I believe in 
you??then magical and extraordinary things happen #leadfromwithin  

1:54 
am  

shawmu:  @Gobigcompany @shawmu Hey Brian. Glad you're here. Gr8 group & 
conversation. #leadfromwithin  

1:54 
am  

dianaantholis:  RT @worksmarta: A6 Be the leader - inspire confidence with 
competence. #leadfromwithin  

1:54 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  A6: open communication, open to feedback and fresh ideas, open to 
progress #leadfromwithin  

1:54 
am  

giselle2323:  RT @jesselynstoner: A6: When people are involved in creating the 
vision, they have a better understanding and a deeper commitment. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:54 scedmonds:  Aligned vision enables leaders to praise/encourage the right behaviors 



am  and quash/redirect the wrong behaviors. #leadfromwithin  

1:54 
am  

Cinthya_cortez:  RT @John_Paul: having a vision is always noble making it happen takes 
courage and that is noble too. #leadfromwithin  

1:54 
am  

worksmarta:  RT @heart_path: RT @giselle2323: RT @jesselynstoner: Model the 
vision. People watch what you do =walk the talk #leadfromwithin  

1:54 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @heart_path: You must be willing to take risks; your vision must be 
greater than your need for approval from others. #leadfromwithin  

1:55 
am  

Leadershipfreak:  Inspiring shared vision means we focus more on others than 
ourselves...?? #leadfromwithin  

1:55 
am  

giselle2323:  RT @lollydaskal: everyone here is a noble leader with noble visions. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:55 
am  

ccpryor:  The Five C's! I love it! A6: aligned vision: clarity. confidence, 
collaboration. connecting. community. #leadfromwithin  

1:55 
am  

ghc8008:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @worksmarta: A6 Be the leader - inspire 
confidence with competence.<=fundamental #leadfromwithin  

1:55 
am  

PhotoG814:  @dave_carpenter @jesselynstoner Change & development in others 
starts with our actions & moving toward our or their vision. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:55 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT Yes! @BOLDfactor A5: Just not a fan of *Noble* anything when it 
morphs into *holier than thou*. UGH. #leadfromwithin  

1:55 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @scedmonds: Aligned vision enables leaders to praise/encourage the 
right behaviors and quash/redirect the wrong behaviors #leadfromwithin  

1:55 
am  

heart_path:  RT @ccpryor: The Five C's! I love it! A6: aligned vision: clarity. 
confidence, collaboration. connecting. community. #leadfromwithin  

1:55 
am  

PhotoG814:  RT @heart_path: You must be willing to take risks; your vision must be 
greater than your need for approval from others. #leadfromwithin  

1:55 
am  

sarahklacey:  @Leadershipfreak Ownership for everyone. Not monetary necessarily, 
but the ability to own wins and losses. #leadfromwithin <---A6  

1:55 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @Leadershipfreak: Inspiring shared vision means we focus more on 
others than ourselves...?? #leadfromwithin  

1:55 
am  

jesselynstoner:  RT @Simon_GB: @MagneticSilvia: Its not that ppl dont care just that 
they need time to adapt and change #leadfromwithin  

1:56 
am  

VictorCanada:  @LollyDaskal @Leadershipfreak Vision must be "large" enough to 
include your team. #leadfromwithin  

1:56 
am  

giselle2323:  RT @lollydaskal: noble vision: a manifestation that is totally satisfying 
and harmonious in ways for the highest good for all concerned. 
#leadfromwithin  



1:56 
am  

JKWleadership:  YES!!!!! RT @Leadershipfreak: Inspiring shared vision means we focus 
more on others than ourselves...?? #leadfromwithin  

1:56 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  Yes, inspiration & empowerment! RT @worksmarta: A6 Be the leader - 
inspire confidence with competence. #leadfromwithin  

1:56 
am  

luisasifontes:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @jesselynstoner: Noble vision captures our heart 
and spirit, and keeps us motivated when the going gets tough. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:56 
am  

Simon_GB:  RT@John_PaulA6: the best way to inspira and motivate is through 
leading by example. #leadfromwithin or encourage from the rear  

1:56 
am  

scedmonds:  ECHO! RT @ccpryor: The Five Cs! I love it! A6: aligned vision: clarity. 
confidence, collaboration. connecting. community. #leadfromwithin  

1:56 
am  

dave_carpenter:  RT @lollydaskal: A6: aligned vision: clarity. confidence, collaboration. 
connecting. community. #leadfromwithin <Agree, nice descriptors  

1:56 
am  

dianaantholis:  @Leadershipfreak First yourself, then others. #leadfromwithin  

1:56 
am  

worksmarta:  Shared focus rules the day>RT @Leadershipfreak: Inspiring shared 
vision means we focus more on others than ourselves...?? 
#leadfromwithin  

1:56 
am  

giselle2323:  RT @dianaantholis: RT @worksmarta: Frustration w current situation 
inspires change. #leadfromwithin #leadfromwithin  

1:56 
am  

thehealthmaven:  Many not satisfied or fulfilled with the status quo, so visions can spark 
something on the inside & align frm being inspired #leadfromwithin  

1:56 
am  

BOLDfactor:  a6: Only ask/invite others to participate, collaborate, input on vision if 
you'll consider, value, apply their insights. #leadfromwithin  

1:57 
am  

getsweetie:  Visions become actualized when the core values become foundations of 
behavior, belief, and forward movement paths #leadfromwithin  

1:57 
am  

giselle2323:  Love this! RT @lollydaskal: RT @worksmarta: A6 Be the leader - 
inspire confidence with competence. #leadfromwithin  

1:57 
am  

scedmonds:  INDEED; it's NOT about the leader RT @Leadershipfreak: Inspiring 
shared vision means we focus more on others than ourselves 
#leadfromwithin  

1:57 
am  

ghc8008:  This subject is hairy & frightening for most people, one has to be quiet 
within to express the ideas you all put forward #leadfromwithin  

1:57 
am  

TracyLatz:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @TracyLatz: RT @heart_path: You must learn to 
trust your own voice & find the courage to live your value. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:57 
am  

Leadershipfreak:  RT @dianaantholis: @Leadershipfreak First yourself, then others. 
#leadfromwithin  



1:57 
am  

heart_path:  Inspired vision is so much larger than ourselves. It does not grow in 
isolation, but in community with others. #LeadFromWithin  

1:57 
am  

JKWleadership:  RT @getsweetie: Visions become actualized when the core values 
become foundations of behavior, belief, and forward movement 
#leadfromwithin  

1:58 
am  

scedmonds:  RT @BOLDfactor: Only ask/invite others to participate, collaborate on 
vision if youll consider, value, apply their insights. #leadfromwithin  

1:58 
am  

TracyLatz:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @TracyLatz: #leadfromwithin Connect with your 
True Essence & let it lead in all that you do www.shiftyourlife.com 
#leadfromwithin  

1:58 
am  

getsweetie:  Competence, Communication, Collaboration, Core Agreements are all 
enhanced within community when the vision is firm #leadfromwithin  

1:58 
am  

nononsenselawyr:  RT @jesselynstoner: Model the vision. People watch what you do more 
carefully than they listen to what you say #leadfromwithin  

1:58 
am  

Simon_GB:  RT@LollyDaskal @Leadershipfreak Vision must be "large" enough to 
include your team. #leadfromwithin but small enough to keep 
momentum  

1:58 
am  

ccpryor:  RT @getsweetie: Visions become actualized when the core values 
become foundations of behavior, belief, and forward movement paths 
#leadfromwithin  

1:58 
am  

DrMike4Health:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @heart_path: You must be willing to take risks; 
your vision must be greater than your need for approval from others. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:58 
am  

PRuuPH:  RT @lollydaskal: brilliant RT @shawmu: A2: Its a balance between 
being in action & being silent. Reflection. Action. Reflection. Action. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:58 
am  

giselle2323:  YES! RT @heart_path: Noble vision is about integrity. 
#LeadFromWithin  

1:58 
am  

worksmarta:  Very cool RT @getsweetie: Visions become actualized when core values 
are foundations of behavior, belief, and fwd paths #leadfromwithin  

1:58 
am  

MBrisciana_HR:  RT @jesselynstoner: Model the vision. People watch what you do more 
carefully than they listen to what you say. #leadfromwithin  

1:58 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  RT @lollydaskal: A6: aligned vision: clarity. confidence, collaboration. 
connecting. community. #leadfromwithin <Agree, nice descriptors  

1:58 
am  

scedmonds:  WOW! RT @getsweetie: Visions become actualized when core values 
become foundations of behavior, belief, & forward movement 
#leadfromwithin  

1:58 
am  

georgeju:  RT @GetSweetie: Visions become actualized when the core values 
become foundations of behavior, belief, and forward movement 
#leadfromwithin  



1:59 
am  

NewRenaissance:  RT @getsweetie: Competence, Communication, Collaboration, Core 
Agreements are all enhanced within community when the vision is firm 
#leadfromwithin  

1:59 
am  

ElizbethHerrera:  Model the vision. People watch what you do more carefully than they 
listen to what you say #leadfromwithin  

1:59 
am  

getsweetie:  Visions at times are not accepted, and you must be willing to let those 
who cannot affirm, appreciate the vision...go. #leadfromwithin  

1:59 
am  

PhotoG814:  RT @Leadershipfreak: Inspiring shared vision means we focus more on 
others than ourselves #leadfromwithin  

1:59 
am  

lollydaskal:  Model vision: explain it. support it. deliver it. sell it #leadfromwithin  

1:59 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  RT @scedmonds: INDEED; it's NOT about the leader RT 
@Leadershipfreak: Inspiring shared vision means we focus more on 
others than ourselves #leadfromwithin  

1:59 
am  

Wanderlust_lust:  RT @heart_path: You must be willing to take risks; your vision must be 
greater than your need for approval from others. #LeadFromWithin  

1:59 
am  

dave_carpenter:  RT @sumnermusolf: - identify. relate. cultivate. challenge. debate. 
disagree. learn. rinse. repeat. (A6) #leadfromwithin <Sweet!  

2:00 
am  

PRuuPH:  Nothing is more attractive in business than a leader who leads with 
#integrity and #WholeHeartedly #leadfromwithin  

2:00 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  RT @heart_path: Inspired vision is so much larger than ourselves. It 
does not grow in isolation, but in community with others. 
#LeadFromWithin  

2:00 
am  

ghc8008:  RT @ccpryor Visions become actualized when the values become 
foundations of behavior, belief, & forward movement paths 
#leadfromwithin  

2:00 
am  

giselle2323:  RT @scedmonds: WOW! RT @getsweetie: Visions become actualized 
when core values become foundations of behavior, belief, & forward 
movement #leadfromwithin  

2:00 
am  

scedmonds:  Set 'em free. RT @getsweetie: Visions at times are not accepted; you 
must let those who cannot affirm the vision, go. #leadfromwithin  

2:00 
am  

PRuuPH:  RT @ElizbethHerrera: Model the vision. People watch what you do 
more carefully than they listen to what you say #leadfromwithin  

2:00 
am  

dianaantholis:  Work it! ;) RT @lollydaskal: Model vision: explain it. support it. deliver 
it. sell it #leadfromwithin  

2:00 
am  

PhotoG814:  @scedmonds @Leadershipfreak It has to align with our values. 
#leadfromwithin  

2:00 
am  

WalterWelle:  RT @dave_carpenter: RT @sumnermusolf: - identify. relate. cultivate. 
challenge. debate. disagree. learn. rinse. repeat. (A6) #leadfromwithin 



<Sweet!  

2:00 
am  

ccpryor:  RT @lollydaskal: Model vision: explain it. support it. deliver it. sell it 
#leadfromwithin  

2:00 
am  

Leadershipfreak:  Thx to all the #leadfromwithin crew for letting me learn from you 
tonight. I'm honored and encouraged! #leadfromwithin  

2:00 
am  

PRuuPH:  @ElizbethHerrera you don't need to evangelise when you 
#leadfromwithin  

2:00 
am  

MelissaFeick:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @JKWleadership: A quick glance in the rearview 
mirror of life is wise, focusing too much there is a sure way to crash. 
#leadfromwithin  

2:00 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @PRuuPH: Nothing is more attractive in business than a leader who 
leads with #integrity and #WholeHeartedly #leadfromwithin  

2:00 
am  

scedmonds:  YES! RT @PRuuPH: Nothing is more attractive in business than a 
leader who leads with #integrity and #WholeHeartedly #leadfromwithin  

2:01 
am  

ghc8008:  RT @PhotoG814 @Leadershipfreak: Inspiring shared vision means we 
focus more on others than ourselves #leadfromwithin  

2:01 
am  

thehealthmaven:  RT @dave_carpenter: RT @sumnermusolf: fabulous!! cultivate. 
challenge. debate. disagree. learn. rinse. repet. #leadfromwithin <Sweet!  

2:01 
am  

jesselynstoner:  Interpret current events in light of the vision. RT @lollydaskal: Model 
vision: explain it. support it. deliver it. #leadfromwithin  

2:01 
am  

heart_path:  @Leadershipfreak Great discussion tonight! Thank you for leading. 
#LeadFromWithin  

2:01 
am  

giselle2323:  RT @scedmonds: YES! RT @PRuuPH: Nothing is more attractive in 
business than a leader who leads with #integrity and #WholeHeartedly 
#leadfromwithin  

2:01 
am  

SusanMazza:  .RT @lollydaskal: A6: aligned vision: clarity. confidence, collaboration. 
connecting. community. #leadfromwithin  

2:01 
am  

scedmonds:  @leadershipfreak @lollydaskal GREAT CHAT 2nite! Thanks for your 
great questions & loving guidance - #leadfromwithin  

2:01 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  RT @getsweetie: Visions become actualized when the core values 
become foundations of behavior, belief, and forward movement paths 
#leadfromwithin  

2:01 
am  

Simon_GB:  RT@LollyDaskal:Model vision: explain it. support it. deliver it. sell it 
#leadfromwithin then share it  

2:01 
am  

getsweetie:  Lately when I am called to cultivate a project, I relate more to the mule 
than the overseer....new ground requires hard work #leadfromwithin  

2:02 
am  

_Louisa__:  RT @heart_path: You must be willing to take risks; your vision must be 
greater than your need for approval from others. #LeadFromWithin  



2:02 
am  

lollydaskal:  tonight was BRILLIANT. you are each GOLDEN gems of insight and 
wisdom. THANK you! #leadfromwithin  

2:02 
am  

shawmu:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @PRuuPH: Nothing is more attractive in business 
than a leader who leads w/ #integrity & #WholeHeartedly 
#leadfromwithin  

2:02 
am  

JKWleadership:  @Leadershipfreak Thanks to Dan and @lollydaskal for leading a great 
discussion on how to #leadfromwithin  

2:02 
am  

giselle2323:  RT @lollydaskal: Model vision: explain it. support it. deliver it. sell it 
#leadfromwithin  

2:02 
am  

dave_carpenter:  RT @ElizbethHerrera: Model the vision. People watch what you do 
more carefully than they listen to what you say #leadfromwithin <Bravo  

2:02 
am  

heart_path:  @LollyDaskal Thank you, Lolly, for all that you do! #LeadFromWithin  

2:02 
am  

scedmonds:  @leadershipfreak @lollydaskal You mean, an hour has passed, already?? 
#leadfromwithin  

2:02 
am  

dianaantholis:  RT @scedmonds: @leadershipfreak @lollydaskal GREAT CHAT 2nite! 
Thanks for your great questions & loving guidance - #leadfromwithin  

2:02 
am  

NaturesWell:  We focus on Life...#leadfromwithin  

2:02 
am  

ghc8008:  This is an amazing group of people, so glad I found you!! 
#leadfromwithin  

2:02 
am  

shawmu:  Thank you all for great conversation and shared wisdom. See you next 
week. #leadfromwithin  

2:02 
am  

AniPalmo:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @PRuuPH: Nothing is more attractive in business 
than a leader who leads with #integrity and #WholeHeartedly 
#leadfromwithin  

2:02 
am  

thehealthmaven:  RT @LollyDaskal: It was beyond fabulous! tonight was BRILLIANT. 
you are each GOLDEN gems of insight and wisdom. THANK you! 
#leadfromwithin  

2:02 
am  

ccpryor:  Great comments, tonight. Thank you for allowing the collaborative juices 
to flow freely. #leadfromwithin  

2:02 
am  

bkk001:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @Leadershipfreak: sometimes getting input from 
others when your vision is newly born kills the vision. #leadfromwithin  

2:02 
am  

PRuuPH:  The leader who leads #WholeHeartedly and does #leadfromwithin 
knows how to have genuine fun and learn from the Team or crew. clients 
too  

2:02 
am  

scedmonds:  YOU = marvelous. RT @lollydaskal: tonight was BRILLIANT. you are 
each GOLDEN gems of insight and wisdom. THANK you! 
#leadfromwithin  



2:02 
am  

lollydaskal:  Thank you @leadershipfreak you were amazing and your questions were 
certainly courageous. loved them. #leadfromwithin  

2:03 
am  

lisaschrader:  RT @lollydaskal: Model vision: explain it. support it. deliver it. sell it 
#leadfromwithin  

2:03 
am  

PRuuPH:  RT @scedmonds: @leadershipfreak @lollydaskal GREAT CHAT 2nite! 
Thanks for your great questions & loving guidance - #leadfromwithin  

2:03 
am  

worksmarta:  Great chat - Lead on...RT @scedmonds: @leadershipfreak @lollydaskal 
You mean, an hour has passed, already?? #leadfromwithin  

2:03 
am  

Leadershipfreak:  Thanks to @LollyDaskal for being one who lifts others #leadfromwithin  

2:03 
am  

PhotoG814:  @giselle2323 @scedmonds @PRuuPH absolutely, commitment is a 
huge factor. #leadfromwithin  

2:03 
am  

giselle2323:  Happy that I caught a bit of the great thoughts tonight! Love 
#leadfromwithin  

2:03 
am  

DeniseWBarreto:  @Leadershipfreak @LollyDaskal - thanks for the great discussion - you 
guys rock #leadfromwithin  

2:03 
am  

shawmu:  RT @heart_path: @LollyDaskal Thank you, Lolly, for all that you do! 
#leadfromwithin  

2:03 
am  

getsweetie:  Once vision is "sold" one must then continue to enact its spirit in each 
step of each enactment, become solid as example #leadfromwithin  

2:03 
am  

jesselynstoner:  I feel energized! Thanks @leadershipfreak @lollydaskal for leading 
great discussion and to everyone for your thoughts! #leadfromwithin  

2:03 
am  

lollydaskal:  Next week the one and only @shawmu Topic: Focus on people not 
problems. #leadfromwithin  

2:03 
am  

john_paul:  thanks everyone hugs! Peace and love - in the end all you need is love. :) 
#leadfromwithin  

2:03 
am  

SusanMazza:  .RT @worksmarta: A6 - Help followers understand and embrace the 
vision and goals #leadfromwithin [i.o.w. elicit ownership]  

2:03 
am  

dave_carpenter:  @Leadershipfreak: Thank YOU and @lollydaskal for , in the words of 
Disney, Good Show. #leadfromwithin  

2:04 
am  

scedmonds:  AMEN, brother! RT @Leadershipfreak: Thanks to @LollyDaskal for 
being one who lifts others #leadfromwithin  

2:04 
am  

MotivatedDenise:  RT @jesselynstoner: Model the vision. People watch what you do more 
carefully than they listen to what you say #leadfromwithin  

2:04 
am  

shawmu:  [Looking 4ward to the convo) RT @lollydaskal: Next week the one and 
only @shawmu Topic: Focus on people not problems. #leadfromwithin  

2:04 worksmarta:  Can't wait! <RT @lollydaskal: Next week the one and only @shawmu 



am  Topic: Focus on people not problems. #leadfromwithin  

2:04 
am  

lisaschrader:  RT @lollydaskal: noble vision. noble causes, noble movements. are all 
about people #leadfromwithin  

2:04 
am  

scedmonds:  Shawn! Coolness! RT @lollydaskal: Next week the one and only 
@shawmu Topic: Focus on people not problems. #leadfromwithin  

2:04 
am  

getsweetie:  Engaging excellence....that is what #Leadfromwithin is all about, thank 
you so much for participating! #leadfromwithin  

2:04 
am  

shawmu:  RT @scedmonds: AMEN, brother! RT @Leadershipfreak: Thanks to 
@LollyDaskal for being one who lifts others #leadfromwithin  

2:04 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  @Leadershipfreak Thank you for an outstanding chat! Lots of "meat" for 
the soul! #leadfromwithin  

2:04 
am  

thehealthmaven:  @leadershipfreak ~ merci..wonderful way to spend a Tues night 
#leadfromwithin  

2:05 
am  

ccpryor:  Until next week, make sure you #leadfromwithin  

2:05 
am  

lollydaskal:  Agree! RT @MagneticSilvia: @Leadershipfreak Thank you for an 
outstanding chat! Lots of "meat" for the soul! #leadfromwithin  

2:05 
am  

MotivatedDenise:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @heart_path: You must be willing to take risks; 
your vision must be greater than your need for approval from others. 
#leadfromwithin  

2:05 
am  

scedmonds:  @jesselynstoner Great contributions, Jess! Lovely to have you engaged 
in this conversation. #leadfromwithin  

2:05 
am  

PhotoG814:  Thank you @leadershipfreak for leading tonights chat session. Thanks to 
all who join the converstaion. #leadfromwithin  

2:06 
am  

ghc8008:  RT @lollydaskal: Next week the one and only @shawmu Topic: Focus 
on people not problems. #leadfromwithin  

2:06 
am  

scedmonds:  Night, y'all #leadfromwithin colleagues! #leadfromwithin  

2:06 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @ccpryor: Until next week, make sure you< Amen! make 
#leadfromwithin a movement. #leadfromwithin  

2:06 
am  

BOLDfactor:  Inspiring, Energizing, Appreciated! -> @lollydaskal @leadershipfreak 
@scedmonds #leadfromwithin  

2:06 
am  

JKWinnovation:  RT @scedmonds ~ A GPS recalculates, so should we. Be flexible in our 
vision. #leadfromwithin via @PhotoG814: @JKWleadership @shawmu  

2:06 
am  

debra2011:  RT @heart_path: You must be willing to take risks; your vision must be 
greater than your need for approval from others. #LeadFromWithin  

2:06 SusanMazza:  RT @JKWleadership When vision is focused on what's best for othrs-



am  more ppl will embrace it. MY vision is not OUR vision. A6 
#leadfromwithin  

2:06 
am  

CASUDI:  #HomeSpaChat #pr20chat #leadfromwithin #Tchat #agchat #HTPR 
#e2O & #leadershipchat  

2:06 
am  

SusanMazza:  .@JKWleadership yet when OUR vision becomes MY vision I become a 
partner in fulfilling on the vision - it has to be personal #leadfromwithin  

2:06 
am  

jesselynstoner:  Thanks Chris. What a great 1st chat. RT @scedmonds: @jesselynstoner 
Great contributions, Jess! Lovely to have you engaged.. #leadfromwithin  

2:06 
am  

ghc8008:  Good night and good morrow to you all, glad to have been here 
#leadfromwithin  

2:06 
am  

worksmarta:  Thank you! RT @PhotoG814: Thank you @leadershipfreak for leading 
tonights chat session. Thanks to all in the converstaion. #leadfromwithin  

2:06 
am  

cvallejo64:  RT @SusanMazza: .@JKWleadership yet when OUR vision becomes 
MY vision I become a partner in fulfilling on the vision - it has to be 
personal #leadfromwithin  

2:07 
am  

shawmu:  Good night all. Off to eat dinner. #leadfromwithin  

2:07 
am  

PhotoG814:  RT @scedmonds: AMEN, brother! RT @Leadershipfreak: Thanks to 
@LollyDaskal for being one who lifts others #leadfromwithin  

2:08 
am  

scedmonds:  Thanks so much, Ann! RT @BOLDfactor: Inspiring, Energizing, 
Appreciated! -> @lollydaskal @leadershipfreak @scedmonds 
#leadfromwithin  

2:08 
am  

SusanMazza:  .RT @sumnermusolf @Leadershipfreak -
identify.relate.cultivate.challenge.debate.disagree.learn.rinse.repeat. (A6) 
#leadfromwithin  

2:08 
am  

ChadBalthrop:  RT @joankw: It is not for us to identify our mission or vision as "noble". 
Others will be the ultimate judge of that. A5 #leadfromwithin  

2:09 
am  

PattyLeeD:  RT @heart_path: You must be willing to take risks; your vision must be 
greater than your need for approval from others. #LeadFromWithin  

2:09 
am  

CountrynIrish:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @Leadershipfreak: Q5 How do you feel about this 
statement: Noble vision is always about people? #leadfromwithin  

2:10 
am  

SusanMazza:  Especially like the "rinse" step @Leadershipfreak - in a way we do have 
to keep rinsing off especially our old beliefs (A6) #leadfromwithin  

2:10 
am  

astrobabes:  UR vision is what makes you jump out bed, stay up an hour later, and 
say no to the good and yes to the gr8 ~@ChristaJean #leadfromwithin  

2:13 
am  

philoc3tuggerah:  RT @dave_carpenter: RT @ElizbethHerrera: Model the vision. People 
watch what you do more carefully than they listen to what you say 
#leadfromwithin <Bravo  



2:14 
am  

LorenaHeletea:  RT @Leadershipfreak: Inspiring shared vision means we focus > on 
others than urselves?#leadfromwithin Help others more by helping self 
first  

2:14 
am  

LorenaHeletea:  RT @PhotoG814: @dave_carpenter @jesselynstoner Change & 
development in others starts with our actions & moving toward our or 
their vision. #leadfromwithin  

2:15 
am  

dave_carpenter:  RT @LollyDaskal: Next week the one and only @shawmu Topic: Focus 
on people not problems. #leadfromwithin <Not to be missed  

2:16 
am  

sweatymama:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @heart_path: You must be willing to take risks; 
your vision must be greater than your need for approval from others. 
#leadfromwithin  

2:17 
am  

PhotoG814:  Thank you to @susanmazza @shawmu @worksmarta @ghc8008 
@magneticsilvia @thindifference for contributing to tonights 
#leadfromwithin chat.  

2:17 
am  

SusanMazza:  Glad I stopped by #leadfromwithin chat Gr8 conversation! thanks 
@lollydaskal @leadershipfreak @JKWleadership @john_paul n all who 
shared  

2:18 
am  

DoubleMartini:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @heart_path: You must be willing to take risks; 
your vision must be greater than your need for approval from others. 
#leadfromwithin  

2:19 
am  

SusanMazza:  Who Are You When No One is Watching http://bit.ly/gCbQHV by 
@LollyDaskal Beautiful Lolly! #leadfromwithin  

2:20 
am  

shawmu:  RT @dave_carpenter: RT @LollyDaskal: Next week's tweetchat the one 
& only @shawmu Topic: Focus on people not problems. 
#leadfromwithin  

2:20 
am  

LorenaHeletea:  RT @lollydaskal: Next week the one and only @shawmu Topic: Focus 
on people not problems. #leadfromwithin  

2:21 
am  

BotanicalBeauty:  RT @lollydaskal: Model vision: explain it. support it. deliver it. sell it 
#leadfromwithin  

2:23 
am  

PhotoG814:  More GREAT contributors from tonights #leadfromwithin chat. 
@BOLDfactor @jesselynstoner @getsweetie @heart_path @ccpryor 
@giselle2323  

2:24 
am  

PhotoG814:  Many great thanks to tonights #leadfromwithin chat @lollydaskal 
@Leadershipfreak.  

2:25 
am  

getsweetie:  @PhotoG814 Thanks for being a great voice in #leadfromwithin  

2:26 
am  

ThinDifference:  @photog814 Thank you. Enjoyed the #leadfromwithin conversation!  

2:27 
am  

PhotoG814:  Awesome! RT @LollyDaskal: Next week's tweetchat the one & only 
@shawmu Topic: Focus on people not problems. #leadfromwithin  



2:27 
am  

vulgarmotivator:  Remember smiles are contagious & it takes such a small effort for even 
the slightest one. Make someone smile today #leadfromwithin  

2:27 
am  

lollydaskal:  Leaders who #leadfromwithin #thanks @Leadershipfreak 
@jesselynstoner @JKWleadership @scedmonds @PhotoG814 
@shawmu @ghc8008 @ghc8008  

2:28 
am  

nanume10:  RT @lollydaskal: be genuine it builds trust and in turn you will gain 
good relationships #leadfromwithin  

2:28 
am  

LeaMcLeod:  RT @Leadershipfreak: RT @dianaantholis: @Leadershipfreak First 
yourself, then others. #leadfromwithin  

2:30 
am  

lollydaskal:  Leaders who #leadfromwithin #thanks @PhotoG814 @MagneticSilvia 
@PhotoG814 @SusanMazza @dave_carpenter @thehealthmaven 
@JKWleadership  

2:31 
am  

Teedazzle:  RT @lollydaskal: Leaders who #leadfromwithin #thanks @PhotoG814 
@MagneticSilvia @PhotoG814 @SusanMazza @dave_carpenter 
@thehealthmaven @JKWleadership  

2:32 
am  

yiphemeral:  RT @JKWinnovation: RT @scedmonds ~ A GPS recalculates, so should 
we. Be flexible in our vision. #leadfromwithin via @PhotoG814: 
@JKWleadership @shawmu  

2:32 
am  

lollydaskal:  Leaders who #leadfromwithin #thanks @ellenfweber@BOLDfactor 
@ghc8008 @Simon_GB @worksmarta @ccpryor @jesselynstoner 
@DeniseWBarreto  

2:33 
am  

PhotoG814:  Grateful for these contributors in tonight #leadfromwithin chat 
@scedmonds @StrategicMonk @lollydaskal @jkwleadership 
@Leadershipfreak  

2:34 
am  

Iconic88:  RT @lollydaskal: you have the be willing to fight for what you believe. 
#leadfromwithin  

2:35 
am  

20WR09:  RT @Leadershipfreak: Thx to all the #leadfromwithin crew for letting 
me learn from you tonight. I'm honored and encouraged! 
#leadfromwithin  

2:36 
am  

20WR09:  RT @scedmonds: ECHO! RT @ccpryor: The Five Cs! I love it! A6: 
aligned vision: clarity. confidence, collaboration. connecting. 
community. #leadfromwithin  

2:38 
am  

20WR09:  RT @scedmonds: Aligned vision enables leaders to praise/encourage the 
right behaviors and quash/redirect the wrong behaviors. #leadfromwithin  

2:38 
am  

mamm5:  RT @LollyDaskal allow yourself to be creative &unconventional. think 
better and envision bigger #leadfromwithin @jewelsfromabove 
@chicmetal  

2:39 
am  

20WR09:  RT @scedmonds: Aligned vision enables in-the-moment coaching, 
redirection, and praise/encouragement among team members. 
#leadfromwithin  



2:39 
am  

andrewginever:  RT @jesselynstoner: Learn from the past, plan for the future, and live in 
the present. #leadfromwithin  

2:41 
am  

MySOdotCom:  @leadershipfreak Thanks Dan, sorry missed the #leadfromwithin tonight  

2:42 
am  

lollydaskal:  Leaders who #leadfromwithin #thanks @dianaantholis @heart_path 
@giselle2323 @JKWleadership @tomhlasartist @VictorCanada 
@astrobabes  

2:42 
am  

20WR09:  RT @scedmonds: A desire to serve others & make a difference in our 
world are powerful drivers of a #leadfromwithin vision. #leadfromwithin  

2:50 
am  

chaosbykelly:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @heart_path: You must be willing to take risks; 
your vision must be greater than your need for approval from others. 
#leadfromwithin  

2:51 
am  

swsaintfan:  RT @Leadershipfreak: sometimes getting input from others when your 
vision is newly born kills the vision. #leadfromwithin...WELL!!!!!!!!!!!!  

2:52 
am  

scedmonds:  RT @lollydaskal: Leaders who #leadfromwithin #thanks 
@Leadershipfreak @jesselynstoner @JKWleadership @scedmonds 
@PhotoG814 @shawmu @ghc8008 @ghc8008  

2:53 
am  

PhotoG814:  More great contributors to #leadfromwithin chat. @thehealthmaven 
@perrygerr @gnosisarts @john_paul @Simon_GB  

2:53 
am  

VictorCanada:  @LollyDaskal Thanks Lolly and @Leadershipfreak #leadfromwithin  

2:55 
am  

kengkaj_s:  RT @ChristaJean: UR vision is what makes you jump out bed, stay up 
an hour later, and say no to the good and yes to the gr8 #leadfromwithin  

3:02 
am  

jesselynstoner:  TY Lolly. RT @LollyDaskal Leaders who #leadfromwithin 
@Leadershipfreak @jesselynstoner @JKWleadership @scedmonds 
@PhotoG814 @shawmu @ghc8008  

3:09 
am  

yulitprice:  RT @SusanMazza: Who Are You When No One is Watching 
http://bit.ly/gCbQHV by @LollyDaskal Beautiful Lolly! 
#leadfromwithin  

3:13 
am  

lollydaskal:  Leaders who #leadfromwithin #thanks @CASUDI @cvallejo64 
@MotivatedDenise @lisaschrader @ getsweetie @ getsweetie 
@giselle2323 @MelissaFeick  

3:14 
am  

bikespoke:  RT @lollydaskal: keep in mind WHY you are doing what you are doing 
#leadfromwithin  

3:15 
am  

bikespoke:  @LollyDaskal Sorry I missed out on #leadfromwithin chat  

3:15 
am  

MamaBritt:  RT @Leadershipfreak: Wanting to matter motivates one to find and 
clarify vision #leadfromwithin  

3:16 shawmu:  @LollyDaskal Thank you Lolly for leading the #leadfromwithin 



am  tweetchats. It's a great model for how we can surface ideas as a 
community.  

3:17 
am  

MamaBritt:  RT @thehealthmaven: Ppl can detect an authentic sense abt a vision, so 
very important 2 b genuine by believing in it yrself #leadfromwithin  

3:18 
am  

MamaBritt:  RT @scedmonds: Aligned vision can ensure team members make the 
right decisions when the boss or peers are not around! #leadfromwithin  

3:18 
am  

MamaBritt:  RT @MagneticSilvia: A6: open communication, open to feedback and 
fresh ideas, open to progress #leadfromwithin  

3:21 
am  

epixazale:  You have the be willing to fight for what you believe. | via @DrAnthony 
| #leadfromwithin  

3:25 
am  

john_paul:  @Cinthya_cortez RT having a vision is always noble making it happen 
takes courage and that is noble too. #leadfromwithin <-blessings 2U thx!  

3:27 
am  

john_paul:  @shawmu No, they just have 4 legs (Aliens 4 legs.) GROAN! =) 
#leadfromwithin < - Ha - ALiens4Legs - now there is a concept!  

3:30 
am  

lollydaskal:  Leaders who #leadfromwithin #thanks @ellenfweber @BOLDfactor 
@getsweetie @heart_path @debra2011 @ChadBalthrop  

3:36 
am  

ThinDifference:  @LollyDaskal Thanks for #leadfromwithin. Enjoyed participating, and 
appreciate your leadership!  

3:41 
am  

WilliamLee71:  RT @Leadershipfreak: RT @JKWleadership: When you have a new 
born vision you need to protect it like a Mamma Bear with her cubs. 
(A3) #leadfromwithin  

3:42 
am  

Iconic88:  RT @lollydaskal: everyone here is a noble leader with noble visions. 
#leadfromwithin  

3:47 
am  

chicmetal:  Allow yourself to be creative &unconventional. think better and envision 
bigger #leadfromwithin @jewelsfromabove @chicmetal via 
@LollyDaskal  

3:49 
am  

ldguymn:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @jesselynstoner: Create your vision for what you 
desire, not what you want to get rid of. Be proactive, not reactive. 
#leadfromwithin  

3:50 
am  

thehealthmaven:  RT @PhotoG814: TY, wonderful to meet! More great contributors to 
#leadfromwithin chat. @perrygerr @gnosisarts @john_paul 
@Simon_GB  

3:50 
am  

MrMattMercer:  RT @Leadershipfreak: RT @ChristaJean: UR vision is what makes you 
jump out bed, stay up an hour later, and say no to the good and yes to the 
gr8 #leadfromwithin  

3:51 
am  

thehealthmaven:  @MamaBritt Thank you for RT! #leadfromwithin  

3:53 
am  

thehealthmaven:  @JesseLynStoner and you as well, see you next week...wonderful to 
meet! #leadfromwithin  



3:55 
am  

kengkaj_s:  RT @scedmonds: Aligned vision can ensure team members make the 
right decisions when the boss or peers are not around! #leadfromwithin  

4:11 
am  

nevesmommy:  RT @MamaBritt: RT @thehealthmaven: Ppl can detect an authentic 
sense abt a vision, so very important 2 b genuine by believing in it yrself 
#leadfromwithin  

4:25 
am  

bharatsaini1:  RT @Leadershipfreak: Wanting to matter motivates one to find and 
clarify vision #leadfromwithin  

4:29 
am  

ClaryDias:  RT @getsweetie: Visions become actualized when the core values 
become foundations of behavior, belief, and forward movement paths 
#leadfromwithin  

4:54 
am  

KarenGirardCCDP:  @worksmarta Frustration with the current situation inspires change. 
determine what needs to change, envision & make a plan 
#leadfromwithin  

5:05 
am  

sapphira_n:  RT @Leadershipfreak: RT @ChristaJean: UR vision is what makes you 
jump out bed, stay up an hour later, and say no to the good and yes to the 
gr8 #leadfromwithin  

5:06 
am  

GwynT:  RT @SusanMazza: Who Are You When No One is Watching 
http://bit.ly/gCbQHV by @LollyDaskal Beautiful Lolly! 
#leadfromwithin  

5:10 
am  

snowflakelovee:  RT @Leadershipfreak: RT @ChristaJean: UR vision is what makes you 
jump out bed, stay up an hour later, and say no to the good and yes to the 
gr8 #leadfromwithin  

5:40 
am  

lollydaskal:  Leaders who #leadfromwithin #thanks @chicmetal @Iconic88 
@ThinDifference @QuCard @kengkaj_s @thehealthmaven @chicmetal 
@John_Pau  

5:49 
am  

lollydaskal:  Leaders who #leadfromwithin #thanks @EpicxaZale @Idguymn 
@MySOdotcom @mamm5 @LorenaHeletea @JKWinnovation 
@GwynT @RobynMcMaster  

5:49 
am  

eversochic:  RT @lollydaskal: Leaders who #leadfromwithin #thanks @EpicxaZale 
@Idguymn @MySOdotcom @mamm5 @LorenaHeletea 
@JKWinnovation @GwynT @RobynMcMaster  

5:59 
am  

stevenshomler:  RT @lollydaskal: until you are able to see yourself living the life that 
you truly want -it will be difficult for you to create the vision. 
#leadfromwithin  

5:59 
am  

lollydaskal:  Leaders who #leadfromwithin @Simon_GB @ghc8008 @steveKoss 
@justaswethink thank you for sharing this evening  

6:12 
am  

2rbConsulting:  RT @jesselynstoner: Don't limit your thinking by what you believe is 
possible. Stretch. #leadfromwithin  

7:10 
am  

CareerSheila:  RT @SusanMazza: Who Are You When No One is Watching 
http://bit.ly/gCbQHV by @LollyDaskal Beautiful Lolly! 
#leadfromwithin  



7:30 
am  

JackTallevast:  RT @Leadershipfreak: sometimes getting input from others when your 
vision is newly born kills the vision. #leadfromwithin  

7:40 
am  

mamm5:  RT @lollydaskal: Leaders who #leadfromwithin #thanks @EpicxaZale 
@Idguymn @MySOdotcom @mamm5 @LorenaHeletea 
@JKWinnovation @GwynT @RobynMcMaster  

8:01 
am  

JeanLuc_Lion:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @jesselynstoner: Create your vision for what you 
desire, not what you want to get rid of. Be proactive, not reactive. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:19 
am  

eugen12:  RT @LollyDaskal: keep in mind WHY you are doing what you are 
doing #leadfromwithin  

8:20 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  @LollyDaskal Haha.... No, I was already sleeping. But I just read the 
chat as my morning paper... Thanks for asking! #leadfromwithin  

8:21 
am  

SimbaLevo:  RT LorenaHeletea: RT @LollyDaskal: Next week the one and only 
@shawmu Topic: Focus on people not problems. #leadfromwithin  

8:34 
am  

Iconic88:  RT @lollydaskal: you have the be willing to fight for what you believe. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:37 
am  

Lindalacubana:  Model the vision. People watch what you do more carefully than they 
listen to what you say #leadfromwithin <Bravo"  

11:06 
am  

2morrowknight:  you have the be willing to fight for what you believe. #leadfromwithin 
~@lollydaskal #quote /via @Iconic88  

11:35 
am  

vattandoost:  RT @2morrowknight: you have the be willing to fight for what you 
believe. #leadfromwithin ~@lollydaskal #quote /via @Iconic88  

11:35 
am  

sara055:  RT @vattandoost: RT @2morrowknight: you have the be willing to fight 
for what you believe. #leadfromwithin ~@lollydaskal #quote /via 
@Iconic88  

11:36 
am  

monique2824:  RT @vattandoost: RT @2morrowknight: you have the be willing to fight 
for what you believe. #leadfromwithin ~@lollydaskal #quote /via 
@Iconic88  

11:38 
am  

LorenaHeletea:  RT @2morrowknight: you have the be willing to fight for what you 
believe. #leadfromwithin ~@lollydaskal #quote /via @Iconic88  

11:41 
am  

KnowledgeBishop:  Better "too weary from life lived" than "too wary to live life." 
#leadfromwithin  

11:41 
am  

LorenaHeletea:  RT @KnowledgeBishop: Better "too weary from life lived" than "too 
wary to live life." #leadfromwithin  

11:44 
am  

SCJoson:  RT @KnowledgeBishop: Better "too weary from life lived" than "too 
wary to live life." #leadfromwithin  

11:53 
am  

TheShanghaiKate:  RT @KnowledgeBishop: Better "too weary from life lived" than "too 
wary to live life." #leadfromwithin  



12:52 
pm  

NormansGal44:  RT @Leadershipfreak: RT @JKWleadership: @scedmonds There is 
something to be said for hearing youself express your vision...it helps 
you belive. #leadfromwithin  

12:52 
pm  

NormansGal44:  RT @Leadershipfreak: sometimes getting input from others when your 
vision is newly born kills the vision. #leadfromwithin  

1:07 
pm  

chicmetal:  #leadfromwithin #thanks @chicmetal @Iconic88 @ThinDifference 
@QuCard @kengkaj_s @thehealthmaven @chicmetal @John_Pauvia 
via @LollyDaskal  

1:47 
pm  

steven_roby:  RT @Leadershipfreak: Wanting to matter motivates one to find and 
clarify vision #leadfromwithin  

1:57 
pm  

nanume10:  RT @VictorCanada: @LollyDaskal Thanks Lolly and @Leadershipfreak 
#leadfromwithin  

2:07 
pm  

Jan_Morgan:  RT @JesseLynStoner: Interpret events in light of vision. RT 
@lollydaskal: Model vision: explain it. support it. deliver it. 
#leadfromwithin  

2:23 
pm  

AnnTran_:  Be surrounded by positive people So that the energy is contagious. ~ 
@LollyDaskal #leadfromwithin || RT @NoviaAndi  

2:23 
pm  

lollydaskal:  the easiest most effective way to create great product or service is to 
make something YOU want to use. #leadfromwithin  

2:24 
pm  

AndreW486:  RT @AnnTran_: Be surrounded by positive people So that the energy is 
contagious. ~ @LollyDaskal #leadfromwithin || RT @NoviaAndi  

2:24 
pm  

rebeccabany:  RT @AnnTran_: Be surrounded by positive people So that the energy is 
contagious. ~ @LollyDaskal #leadfromwithin || RT @NoviaAndi  

2:24 
pm  

lollydaskal:  when you are solving others problems. its sometimes like taking a stab in 
the dark. #leadfromwithin  

2:24 
pm  

HaryNovianto:  The easiest most effective way to create great product or service is to 
make something YOU want to use. #leadfromwithin by @LollyDaskal  

2:25 
pm  

elisatalk:  RT @AnnTran_: Be surrounded by positive people So that the energy is 
contagious. ~ @LollyDaskal #leadfromwithin @NoviaAndi  

2:25 
pm  

lollydaskal:  when you solve your own problem you know what you need. 
#leadfromwithin  

2:25 
pm  

elisatalk:  RT @LollyDaskal: the easiest most effective way to create great product 
or service is to make something YOU want to use. #leadfromwithin  

2:25 
pm  

FabAsst:  RT @LollyDaskal: the easiest most effective way to create great product 
or service is to make something YOU want to use. #leadfromwithin  

2:26 
pm  

entrecon:  RT @lollydaskal: when you solve your own problem you know what 
you need. #leadfromwithin  

2:26 POWERORGmath:  RT @lollydaskal: the easiest most effective way to create great product 



pm  or service is to make something YOU want to use. #leadfromwithin  

2:26 
pm  

yourwealth4life:  RT @lollydaskal: when you are solving others problems. its sometimes 
like taking a stab in the dark. #leadfromwithin  

2:26 
pm  

lollydaskal:  when creating a product or service that can solve your own problem, you 
know what needs to be done. #leadfromwithin  

2:27 
pm  

georgiawebgurl:  AMEN! @LollyDaskal: when creating a product or service that can 
solve your own problem, you know what needs to be done. 
#leadfromwithin  

2:27 
pm  

sobercrow:  RT @AnnTran_: Be surrounded by positive people So that the energy is 
contagious. ~ @LollyDaskal #leadfromwithin || RT @NoviaAndi  

2:27 
pm  

gsarobert:  RT @AnnTran_: Be surrounded by positive people So that the energy is 
contagious. ~ @LollyDaskal #leadfromwithin || RT @NoviaAndi  

2:27 
pm  

lollydaskal:  it is best to create something that you really care about #leadfromwithin  

2:27 
pm  

getsweetie:  RT @LollyDaskal: it is best to create something that you really care 
about #leadfromwithin  

2:28 
pm  

AmsterdamLady:  RT @lollydaskal: it is best to create something that you really care about 
#leadfromwithin  

2:28 
pm  

nathalie101:  RT @LollyDaskal: the easiest most effective way to create great product 
or service is to make something YOU want to use. #leadfromwithin  

2:28 
pm  

jsym:  RT @lollydaskal: the easiest most effective way to create great product 
or service is to make something YOU want to use. #leadfromwithin  

2:28 
pm  

MaBarkerDaLegaC:  RT @LollyDaskal: when you solve your own problem you know what 
you need. #leadfromwithin  

2:29 
pm  

elisatalk:  Yes! RT @LollyDaskal: it is best to create something that you really care 
about. #leadfromwithin  

2:29 
pm  

RobertWRommel0a:  RT @LollyDaskal: it is best to create something that you really care 
about #leadfromwithin http://myloc.me/hiMND  

2:30 
pm  

IamKeiichi:  Yes!! RT @LollyDaskal when creating a product or service that can 
solve your own problem, you know what needs to be done. 
#leadfromwithin  

2:30 
pm  

rhohm:  RT @lollydaskal: it is best to create something that you really care about 
#leadfromwithin  

2:32 
pm  

rikiakiww:  RT @LollyDaskal: when you are solving others problems. its sometimes 
like taking a stab in the dark. #leadfromwithin  

2:33 
pm  

shepherdess56:  RT @lollydaskal: it is best to create something that you really care about 
#leadfromwithin  



2:35 
pm  

Vixwrld:  RT @lollydaskal: the easiest most effective way to create great product 
or service is to make something YOU want to use. #leadfromwithin  

2:36 
pm  

Mahesh_44:  RT @LollyDaskal: when you solve your own problem you know what 
you need. #leadfromwithin  

2:40 
pm  

ShutterBugGeek:  Be surrounded by positive people, so that the energy is contagious. ~ 
@LollyDaskal #leadfromwithin /via @NoviaAndi @AnnTran_  

2:48 
pm  

lollydaskal:  standing for something isn't just about writing down a mission statement. 
It's about believing and living it. #leadfromwithin  

2:49 
pm  

vattandoost:  v @LollyDaskal: standing 4 something isn't just about writing down a 
mission statement. It's about believing & living it. #leadfromwithin  

2:51 
pm  

sweatymama:  RT @lollydaskal: standing for something isn't just about writing down a 
mission statement. It's about believing and living it. #leadfromwithin  

2:51 
pm  

ShariRisoff:  RT @LollyDaskal standing for something isn't just about writing down a 
mission statement. It's about believing & living it. #leadfromwithin  

2:53 
pm  

catalyst4change:  RT @LollyDaskal: Great stuff, Lolly on believing and living missions 
#leadfromwithin  

2:53 
pm  

AmyOscar:  RT @LollyDaskal: standing for something isn't just abt writing down a 
mission statement. It's about believing and living it. #leadfromwithin  

2:53 
pm  

spacephx:  RT @lollydaskal: standing for something isn't just about writing down a 
mission statement. It's about believing and living it. #leadfromwithin  

2:56 
pm  

MagneticSilvia:  RT @lollydaskal: standing for something isn't just about writing down a 
mission statement. It's about believing and living it. #leadfromwithin  

2:56 
pm  

EmeryJordan1:  RT @lollydaskal: the easiest most effective way to create great product 
or service is to make something YOU want to use. #leadfromwithin  

2:58 
pm  

IngridGeronimo:  RT @docmarion: RT @TracyLatz: RT @heart_path: #LeadFromWithin 
You must learn to trust your own voice & find the courage to live your 
value.  

2:59 
pm  

mermaidkiss11:  RT @lollydaskal: the easiest most effective way to create great product 
or service is to make something YOU want to use. #leadfromwithin  

3:02 
pm  

Maximilli_1:  RT @LollyDaskal: it is best to create something that you really care 
about #leadfromwithin  

3:09 
pm  

ElgaBenedicta:  RT @AmyOscar: RT @LollyDaskal: standing for something isn't just 
abt writing down a mission statement. It's about believing and living it. 
#leadfromwithin  

3:13 
pm  

TheTop10Blog:  Be surrounded by positive people So that the energy is contagious. ~ 
@LollyDaskal #leadfromwithin || RT @AnnTran_ via @NoviaAndi  

3:14 
pm  

Shirleyom:  RT @TheTop10Blog: Be surrounded by positive people So that the 
energy is contagious. ~ @LollyDaskal #leadfromwithin || RT 



@AnnTran_ via @NoviaAndi  

3:15 
pm  

LifeSoapCompany:  RT @lollydaskal: when you stand for something - decisions are obvious 
#leadfromwithin  

3:16 
pm  

calltocourage:  RT @nathalie101: RT @LollyDaskal: the easiest most effective way to 
create great product or service is to make something YOU want to use. 
#leadfromwithin  

3:19 
pm  

Tum55:  RT @docmarion RT @heart_path: #LeadFromWithin You must learn to 
trust your own voice & find the courage to live your value.  

3:20 
pm  

pitikay:  RT @lollydaskal: the easiest most effective way to create great product 
or service is to make something YOU want to use. #leadfromwithin  

3:25 
pm  

HealthyLivingTM:  RT @AnnTran_: Be surrounded by positive people So that the energy is 
contagious. ~ @LollyDaskal #leadfromwithin || RT @NoviaAndi  

3:25 
pm  

LeslieMcLellan:  RT @LollyDaskal standing for something isn't just about writing down a 
mission statement. It's about believing & living it. #leadfromwithin  

3:25 
pm  

Mortgage_Greg:  RT @AnnTran_: Be surrounded by positive people So that the energy is 
contagious. ~ @LollyDaskal #leadfromwithin || RT @NoviaAndi  

3:25 
pm  

Ramias:  RT @lollydaskal: standing for something isn't just about writing down a 
mission statement. It's about believing and living it. #leadfromwithin  

3:29 
pm  

RavenLynx:  RT @docmarion: RT @heart_path: #LeadFromWithin You must learn to 
trust your own voice & find the courage to live your value.  

3:38 
pm  

dianaantholis:  RT @lollydaskal: Leaders who #leadfromwithin @dianaantholis 
@heart_path @giselle2323 @JKWleadership @tomhlasartist 
@VictorCanada @AstroBabes  

3:44 
pm  

nantucketartist:  RT @lollydaskal: allow yourself to be creative and unconventional. think 
better and envision bigger #leadfromwithin  

4:10 
pm  

RizzoTheDon:  Let's wake up 2 a new day!!! The #GRiND still remains the same; the 
power lies within US! #letsgo #leadfromwithin  

4:10 
pm  

PhotoG814:  Showing value in a person is a great way to build them up & earn their 
respect at the same time. #doittoday #leadfromwithin  

4:13 
pm  

JLCroonen:  RT @lollydaskal: standing for something isn't just about writing down a 
mission statement. It's about believing and living it. #leadfromwithin  

4:35 
pm  

donatojc:  RT @lollydaskal: when creating a product or service that can solve your 
own problem, you know what needs to be done. #leadfromwithin  

4:55 
pm  

LisaCardalico:  RT @lollydaskal: standing for something isn't just about writing down a 
mission statement. It's about believing and living it. #leadfromwithin  

4:56 
pm  

Gobigcompany:  Not sure how, but I think I landed in the middle of a Twitter conversation 
with #leadfromwithin & @shawmu last night. :)  



5:12 
pm  

worksmarta:  Thank you for a great #leadfromwithin chat! @photog814 @LollyDaskal 
@scedmonds @leadershipfreak @susanmazza @karengirardccdp 
@giselle2323  

5:13 
pm  

worksmarta:  Thank you for a great #leadfromwithin chat! @ghc8008 
@magneticsilvia @thindifference @dave_carpenter @dianaantholis  

5:19 
pm  

djgreer:  Last week @beckyrbnsn was encouring us to #leadfromwithin. Here's a 
young woman that did just that. http://tinyurl.com/6j2n8k2  

5:39 
pm  

TheCristoArtist:  RT @lollydaskal: allow yourself to be creative and unconventional. think 
better and envision bigger #leadfromwithin  

5:44 
pm  

PRuuPH:  the best way to get where you want to go is to #GiveThanks each day 
when you wake and #LeadFromWithin #WholeHeartedly  

7:27 
pm  

JeffreyDavis108:  RT @thindifference: @Leadershipfreak Acting consistently on the 
vision. Doing it, just not saying or pointing to it. #leadfromwithin  

7:39 
pm  

nantucketartist:  RT @lollydaskal: visions are plentiful. the real question is how will you 
execute? #leadfromwithin  

8:17 
pm  

eugen12:  The importance of meaning & purpose RT @LollyDaskal: keep in mind 
WHY you are doing what you are doing #leadfromwithin  

8:30 
pm  

anitabondi:  RT @lollydaskal: Model vision: explain it. support it. deliver it. sell it 
#leadfromwithin  

8:36 
pm  

lollydaskal:  less is a good thing #leadfromwithin  

8:37 
pm  

lollydaskal:  limited resources forces you to make do with what you have. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:37 
pm  

lollydaskal:  when you have less there is no room for waste. #leadfromwithin  

8:38 
pm  

lollydaskal:  when you have less it forces you to be creative. #leadfromwithin  

8:38 
pm  

MaggieMistal:  "Use What U've Got" is how @BarbaraCorcoran puts it RT 
@lollydaskal: limited resources forces u to make do w/ what u have. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:38 
pm  

samkthomas:  RT @lollydaskal: limited resources forces you to make do with what you 
have. #leadfromwithin  

8:38 
pm  

LTPParents:  RT @lollydaskal: when you have less it forces you to be creative. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:38 
pm  

worx4you:  RT @lollydaskal: when you have less it forces you to be creative. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:38 
pm  

worx4you:  RT @lollydaskal: when you have less there is no room for waste. 
#leadfromwithin  



8:39 
pm  

worx4you:  RT @lollydaskal: limited resources forces you to make do with what you 
have. #leadfromwithin  

8:39 
pm  

FushitaNuila:  RT @lollydaskal: when you have less it forces you to be creative. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:39 
pm  

lollydaskal:  having less shows you how far you can get with what you have. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:40 
pm  

LTPParents:  RT @lollydaskal: having less shows you how far you can get with what 
you have. #leadfromwithin  

8:42 
pm  

elizweiland:  Then you discover your true wealth RT @LollyDaskal: when you have 
less it forces you to be creative. #leadfromwithin  

8:43 
pm  

WilliamBone:  RT @lollydaskal: when you have less it forces you to be creative. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:44 
pm  

DoomCrewINC:  RT @lollydaskal: having less shows you how far you can get with what 
you have. #leadfromwithin  

8:45 
pm  

PaintswithWords:  @LollyDaskal so does common sense...lol #leadfromwithin  

8:46 
pm  

jacquesfl:  RT @lollydaskal: having less shows you how far you can get with what 
you have. #leadfromwithin  

8:46 
pm  

sweatymama:  RT @lollydaskal: having less shows you how far you can get with what 
you have. #leadfromwithin  

8:49 
pm  

Tasha_2k11:  Was just thinking this!..less IS more. RT @LollyDaskel less is a good 
thing #leadfromwithin  

9:15 
pm  

luckychica:  And you can. RT @LollyDaskal: limited resources forces you to make 
do with what you have. #leadfromwithin  

9:25 
pm  

Clarenceonline:  RT @LollyDaskal having less shows you how far you can get with what 
you have. #leadfromwithin  

10:01 
pm  

dorothydalton:  RT @LollyDaskal: when you have less there is no room for waste. 
#leadfromwithin  

10:12 
pm  

Be_Omniscient:  RT @lollydaskal: when you have less it forces you to be creative. 
#leadfromwithin  

10:12 
pm  

Be_Omniscient:  RT @lollydaskal: having less shows you how far you can get with what 
you have. #leadfromwithin  

10:13 
pm  

fameaztv:  RT @LollyDaskal when you have less it forces you to be creative. 
#leadfromwithin  

10:14 
pm  

MamaBritt:  RT @LollyDaskal: having less shows you how far you can get with what 
you have. #leadfromwithin  

	  


